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Timeline.of
sho~tings .

The Collegiate Times, Virginia
Tech's student newspaper,
updated their Web site all day
during Monday's horrific
shootings.The following is a
timeline of events as told by the
student newspaper.

Monday,Apri 16,9:47a.m.
Shots ~fired on campus in West
AmblerJohnson Hall in the early
morning hou~.
.
The <iJl/egiate Times is rurrently

investigatingthestory.M01einfonnation
will be posted.as it is made available.

Actions moved by grief
UCF students offer aid to VT survivors
NATALIE MORERA
StaffWriter

V.rrginia Tech buckled "u nder .the weight
of an unspeakable tragedy Monday.
Cho Seung-Hui, a 23-year-old English
major at VT, shot and killed 32 people and
· injured more than 20 before shooting himself.
The ma8sacre has left the nation and UCF
students in shock and mourning. Still, students are are helping the recovery process,
. and others are lending a helping hand in the
community.

' From candlelight vigils - held Tuesday
at two different cam:puses - to collecting
donations for families, to forming supportive Facebook groups, Monday's massacre
may have been nearly 700 miles away, but
was somehow felt close to home.
Thom Planert, a 21-year-old junior and a
humanities major is from Virginia, has
friends who attend VT.
"It struck really close to home because
when Columbine occurred, I watched the
coverage with the same kids that are at VT
'

PLEASE SEE KILLINGS ON A6
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Thousands of UCF students showed support at the main campusTuesday night insupport of the vigil.
Another vigilwas held at 10 p.m.at the RosenCampus.

· lOa.nl.
Agunman is confinned loose on
campus.

VIRGINIA TECHSHOOTING .

1Ck04a.m.

The university is encouraging

e~to stay indoors and awayfrom

windows.West Ambler Johnston and
Squires are rurrently on confinned lode

down.

10-.20a.m.
All classes are caoceled.

10-J2a.m.
At this time, one death and o~ injury
have been confilTTled. More inforinalion
will be made available as it breaks.

10-J6a.m.
· Due to serious wind,helkopters

cannot be used to transferthe injured.
According to the police scanner;
' ambulances are being used to transport
thevictims to Montgomery Regional
Hospital.

11:36a.m.
~

Atth)stime,University Relations is
reporting one individual in rustody and
is seardiing fur asecond shooter.The
Collegiate Times wiU publish information,
as it is made available.
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:ASNEAK PEEK AT
NEWUCF LOGO
Staff Writer Woody Wommack
alerted the Future that UCF had
submitted the above logo to the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office.Joe
Hornstein, the assistant athletic
director for a~hletics communications
saidthat the logo could be
significantly different when the
entire new line is officially unveiled
on June 14.

EVAN VUCCI I ASSOCIATEDPRESS

Students fight back tears while sitting inside the Virginia Tech football stadium during a memorial service a day after the worst shooting in modem U.S. history. Thirty-three people died, including the gunman, in two separate shooting incidents ·
on the Virginia Tech campus on Mond~y. The gunman shot two students in adormitory, and two hours later, attacked students and professors ina classroom building across campus.

.Holocaust survivor
Students remember
shot in VT massacre · dark day at Virginia

Tech, call it 'surreal'

MATTI FRIEDMAN
Associated Press

NATION &WORLD, A4

~

UN SECURITY COUNCIL
TO QUICKLY.MOBILIZE
FORCE TO DARFUR
The United Nations Security Council
approved the deployment of its 3,000
member peacekeeping troops to
Darfur on Monday following the
Sudanese government's approval.
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JERUSALEM - A 76year-old lecturer shot to
death trying to save his students from the Virginia
Tech assailant was a Holocaust survivor who later
escaped to Israel from Communist Romania, his son
said Tuesday.
Relatives said Liviu
Librescu, an internationally
respected aeronautics engineer and a lecturer at the'
school for 20 years, saved
the lives of several students
by barricading his classroom door before he was
gunned down in Monday's
massacre, which coincided
with Israel's Holocaust
remembrance day.
Librescu's students sent
e-mails recountirig the last
moments of their teacher's
life to his r e, Marlena, his

------

Hitt s~arting
security task~
force at UCF
NADA TAHA
siSffWriter

T. RESS SHAPIRO, SAIRA HAIDER
AND KEVIN ANDERSON
Virginia Tech Collegiate Times

BIACKSBURG, Va (UWIRE)
- Shock and griefwere the main
reactions from the Virginia Tech
campus community. Some students witnessed the account
firsthand
. Erin Sheehan was one of four
people able to walk out of her
9:05 German class in room 207 of
. Norris Hall
"It's a small class, about 25
people,'' she said ''.And I would
say no more than two people did-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Liviu Librescu, was shot as he protected
his students from the VT gunman.
son, Joe, told The Associated Press on Tuesday.
"My father blocked the
doorway with his body and
asked the students to flee,"
Joe Librescu said in a telePLEASE SEE PROFESSOR ON AS

/

n't show up, were absent And of
those of us that were in there
today, only four of us walked out
of that room, but two of us had
been injured during the shoot-

irig." •
Sheehan said that the shooter
looked into the classroom a couple of times before firing.
"It seemed so strange,'' Sheehan said, "because he peeked in
twice, earlier in the lesson, like he
was looking for someone, somebody, before he started shooting.
But then we all heard something
PLEASE SEE

SURVIVOR ON AS

"I saw ·bullets hit people's bodies.
·There was blood everywhere."
- ERINSHEEHAN, VIRGINIA TECH STUDENT

UCF President John Hitt, at a budget
meeting in Tallahassee, said Tuesday that he
will be formingasecurity task force at UCF in
responseto Monday's massacre.
The task force will evaluate current security procedures at UCF and ensure that UCF
campuses are"as safe as possible," Hitt said in
the news release.
''While we can never predict when
something of this nature will occur, we must
always be prepared,"Hitt said.
UCFPolice Department Spokesman Cpl.
James Roop echoed Hitt's sentiment.
"UCF is well equipped to respond, but
not to prevent it," Roop said. "Society isn't
even well equipped."
UCF's Interim Director of News and Information Tom Evelyn said that police practice
different scenarios and that there is an emergency plan inplace.
The Future will further report UCF safety
in Friday's edition ofthe paper.
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News and notices for
the UCF commwrity

;osartfair
Students for a Democratic
:lociety will hold a free expres;ion art fair today, Wednesday,
from 9 am. to 6 p.m. in front of
:he Student Union as part of the
We the People" event.
There will be student art on
iisplay, a portrait booth, live
music, crafts and much more.
For more information, contact Kelly Timmons at freeexpressionfair@gmailcom
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The Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968
r

April 18, Z007

Vol 39, Issue 85 • 14 Pages
The Central Florida Future is the independent, student·
written newspaper at ttie University of Central Florida.
Opinions In the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of ttie edltorial staff
or the Uniyersity administration. All conte!lt ls property of
ltieCentra/F/Oridofutureand may not be reprinted in part
or In whole without permission from the publislier.
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Used book sale.
Sigma Tau Delta, the English
honor society, will hold a usedbook sale today through Fritlay
from 9 am. to 4 p.m. outside
Colbourn Hall near the
Rehearsal Hall
For more information, contact Ashley Carney at ashleycarney_ucf@yahoo.com
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Editor in Chief
Troy Hillierx213

News Editor
Abe Aboraya x213
news@CentralFloridaFuture.com

•

Opinions Editor
Chrjs Hoyler x213

Dreamgirls showing and karaoke

opinions@Centralfloridafuture.com

CAB Cinema will host a
showing of th~ movie Dreamgirls as well as Karaoke Knight
today from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. in
the Cape Florida Ballroom of
the Student Union.
Admission is free and there
will be free drinks, popcorn and
prizes.
·
For more information, contact Evi Christodoulou at 407823-6471.

LOCAL
&STATE

Sports Editor
Melissa Heyboer x215

,

House task force treads lightly in
disputed congressional erection
WASHINGTON The
House will weigh in on the disputed ·eleotio~ in Florida's 13th
Congressional District, but the
time frame remained unclear
Tuesday after the first meeting
of a task force charged with
investigating . allegations of
18,000 lost votes in the race.
· House Republicans said
congressional intervention in
the election dispute between
Republican Vern Buchanan and
Democrat Christine Jennings
before state courts rule on the
case is "premature and risky."
But Jennings, who lost to
Buchanan by 369 votes, said it
is time for Congress to take up
the issue because the lawsuit is
bogged down in Florida appellate court.
Task force chairman Charles
Gonzalez, D-Texas, said Tuesday the three members of the
group - two Democrats and a
Republican - will meet officially Within two weeks to ·
decide how to continue.
He described Tuesday's private meeting with both sides'
lawyers as a background briefing.
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Nathan Curtis, William Goss,
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Four students kill~~ nine wounded.by
National Guard troops trying to quell
anti-war protests at Kent State
University in Ohio:

Copy Editors

Nov.1, 1991:

Staff Pbotographers

Graduate studentfrom China shoots
and kills five University of Iowa
employees and himselt wounding two
others.
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Ryan Pelham
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LOCAL WEATHER
Today: Another windy day under
partly cloudy skies. Winds west at 5
'to 10 mph. ' ,
Tonight: Skies stay cloudy while
' temperatures drop a bit. Winds westsouthwest at 1o·to 15 mph.
·

'

Editorial Cartoonist

Aug. 15, 1996:

Teachers, students were
alarmed by killer's writings

TODAY IN DETAIL

•

Padrick Brewer, Jenn Kepler,
Adam 0. Manzor, Matt Morrison,
Becky Williams .
.

. Agraduate studentat San Diego State
fantasizing about stalking and · kills three professors with a handgun
killing a teacher who sexually
while defending his thesis.
molested them.
"When we read ·c ho's .Aug. 28, 2000:
plays, it was like something
AUniversity of Arkansas grad student · ,
out of a njghtmare. The plays
dropped from a doctoral program and
had really twisted, macabre
the professor overseeing his work are
violence that used weapons I
both shot dead in an apparent murderwouldn't
have
even
thought
suicide.
erratic.
MATT APUZZO
· Despite the many warning of," former classmate Ian
Associated Press
Jan.16,2002:
signs that came to light in the McFarlane, now an AOL
bloody aftermath, police and employee, wrote in a blog
BLACKSBURG, . Va.
Graduate student is dismissed from
The gunman in the Virginia university officials offered no posted on an AOL Web site.
Virginia's Appalachian School of law,
kills the dean, a professor and a
Tech massacre was a sullen clues as to exactly what set He said he and other students
student, wounds three other students.
loner who alarmed profes- Cho off on the deadliest "were talking to each other
sors and classmates with his shooting rampage in modem with serious worry about
Ort. 28, 2002:
whether he could be a school
twisted, blood-drenched cre- U.S. history.
shooter."
"He was a loner, and we're
Arailing University of Arizona Nursing
ative writing and left a ram"We always joked we were
College student enters an instructor's
bling note in his dorm room having difficulty finding
office and fatally shoots her;the Gulf
information about him,'' just waiting for him to do
r~ging against women and
War veteran later kills two other
school spokesman Larry some.thing, waiting to hear
rich kids.
instructors and himSelf
about something he did," said
A chilling picture emerged Hincker said.
A student who attended another classmate, Stephanie
Tuesday of Cho Seung-Hui Sept. 2, 2006:
a 23-year-old senior majoring Vrrginja Tech last fall provid- · Derry. "But when I got the
call
it
was
Cho·
who
had
done
·
Man kills himself and his two sons
in English - one day after ed obscenity- and violenceduring a visit to the Shepherd
the bloodbath that left 33 peo- laced screenplays that he said this~ I started crying, bawlUniversity c.ampus in West Virginia.
ple dead, including Cho, who Cho wrote as part of a play- ing.''
Professor Carolyn Rude,
killed himself as police closed writing class they both took.
April 16,2007:
One was about a fight chairwoman of the"universiin.
Gunman kills 32 people in a dorm and
News reports said that he between a stepson and his ty's F;nglish department, said
dassroom building at Virginia Tech in
may have been taking med- stepfather and involved the Cho's writing was so disturbBlacksburg,Va.; gunman also is killed.
ication for depression and throwing of hammers and ing that he had been referred
tpat he was becoming attacks with a chain saw.
- SOURCE AP RESEARCH
' in~reasingly violent and. Another was about students
PLEASE SEE TESTS ON A7

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be ·considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

ti

Staff Writers

May4, 1970:

ASSOCIATED PRESS

•

James Andres

Shooter fires rifle from an observation
deck atthe University ofTexas; 16
kille~ 31 wounded.

Cho Seung-Hui, a 23-year-old student at
Virginia Tech, killed 32 people on Monday.
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.Variety Editor
Corinne Schuler x214

Aug.1, 1966: .

THE.

you may hav~ missed
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Fatal shootings
at U.~. col!e9es
or un1vers1t1es
in recent years
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Anxiety STOR;llLL STORAGE

I Persistent Worry

!~rouble Sleeping
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• On your next order.

__,--Restlessness
UCF~SmartCard

Accept.ed Here
Dean & University
3940 N. De.an Rd.

I

Unable to Relax

Anticipating
the Worst
'
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•

(407) 673-8888
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Feel like you are always worrying?

' 1020 Lockwood Blvd.

Oviedo

Dr. Linda Harper, In Orlando, Is conducting a medical research study for
adults, 18-65, who are experiencing the symptoms of anxiety. Ni always,
there Is never an over night stay and health insurance is not necessary.
Qualified participants will receive compensation up to $550 for time and
travel assoC:lat~ with the study. Call today to learn more.

(407) 365-1999
Waterford Lakes
12240 Lake Underhill Rd.

(407) 384-1221
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407-425-5100
1-877-928-5100.

www.cnspalthcare.com
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Volunteer UCF would ike· to reco nize
and congratul.ate a studen
· volunteers this year!
Smqll OrganiZation of the Year
Pre-Dental American Student Dental
Association ·

. . Large Or:ganizafion of the Year
Pre·Prolessiondl Medical Society

Small Greek Organization of the Year
·
Delta Sigma Theta

. Large Greek Organization of the Year
Sigma Nu

·Knight In Shining Armor Award: This award is for an Individual who Is not required by any other
commitment, such as club or class, to demonstrate personal emphasis on Volunfeerism. This individual
·
has completed more than ·100 hours of community service.
·
Megan Licata
·
.
Congratulations Student Volunteersl ,
·
In appreciation for their service to Volunteer UCF and the community, we would like to
congratulate the following students for cc:>mpleting 51 or more hours of service this year.
Megan Licata
. Tiffany Payne
Meagan Jdhnson
Ashley Startzman
Chris Goyzueta
Corf ne Aguiar
Alpha Kappa Psi
Christina Romgoolam
Ben Bergholtz
Allison Varney
Tristen Anderson
Amber Ferguson
Sydra Weston
• Jhessy Moore
Nicole Neumann
Summer Tuthill
Joan Gonzales
NORMLat UCF
Michelle Boechle
· Jessica Montier
Stephar.lie Butler
Kraesly Creek
Gibran Pierluissi-Jovet
American Society f~r Microbiology
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And Lower Your Monthly Payments Up To 53°/o .
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Here's how it works:

~

.

Edamerica pays ·off your existing student loans and consolidates your debt. We roll your multiple payments

I

. into one low payment, because you need financial flexibility and all the. disposable income you can get. Your repayment period can be
extended, your monthly payment can be, reduced and your bookkeeping can be simplified.

Consolidation means

ovte, foavt,
ovie, fe,vicle,v,
ovte, low movithl~ pa~me,nf.

No fees.
·1

Combined billing.
-1.25°/o interest rate reduction.
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Keep current with headlines you may have misSed
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Gov. Charlie Crist taking request
to pardon Jim Morrison seriously
GAINESVILLE - Gov.
Charlie Crist just finished trying to save the world with rock
star Speryl · Crow when his
attention turned to a music ·
icon - Jim Morrison - and
whether he should help grant
' the former Doors singer a
posthumous pardon.
After a rally with Crow at
the University of Florida on
Monday to stop global warming, Crist got on a plane for the
capital and seemed lost in
thought. He then turned and
said he is seriously thinking
about pardoning Morrison's
1970 indecent exposure and
profanity convictions stemming from a Miami concert
the year before.
"He died when he was 27.
That's really a kid, when you
think about it, and obviously
he was having some challenges. There's some dispute
about how solid the case was,"
Crist said.
The arrest generated a lot·
of attention at the time and is
still a part of the Morrison legend. He was drunk at the concert and police said he
exposed himself, which Morrison denied.
Doors keyboardist Ray
Manzarek said Tuesday that
he never saw Morrison expose
himself. .
"He taunted the audience.
'I'm going to show you! I'm
going to show it to you!' Then
he took his shirt off, held it in
front of him like a bullfighter's
cape, wiggled it around as if
there was something going on
behind it," Manzarek said.
1

-:---- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Threats following Virginia Tech
massacre force sChools to close
AUSTIN, Texas - Campus
threats forced lock-downs and
evacuations at universities in ·
Texas, Oklahoma and Tennessee and two public schools
in Louisiana on Tuesday, a day
after a Virginia Tech student's
shooting rampage left 33 people dead
In Louisiana, patents picked
up hundreds of students from
Bogalusa's high school and
middle school amid reports
that a ma:n had been arrested
Tuesday morning for threatening a mass killing in a note that
alluded to the murders at Virginia Tech.
Schools Superintendent
Jerry Payne said .both schools
were locked down and police
arrested a 53-year-old man who
allegedly made the threat in a
note he gave to a Student headed to the private Bowling
Green School in Franklinton.
Both towns are in southeastern
Louisiana.
"The note referred·to what
happened at Virginia Tech,"
Payne said ''It said something
like, 'If you think that was bad,
then you haven't seen anything
yet."'
In Austin, authorities evacuated buildings at St. Edward's
University after a threatening
note was found, a school offi·
cial said
Police secured the campus
perimeter and were searching
the buildings, St. Edward's University spokeswoman Mischelle Amador said
The two other scares were
determined to be unfounded.
At the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, officials
ordered three campus administration buildings evacuated for
almost two hours Tuesday
morning in response to a telephone bomb threat.
The city's bomb squad
searched the buildings but
found
nothing,
campus
spokesman Chuck Cantrell
said
Cantrell said there was no
reason to believe the bogus
threat was related to the shootings at Virginia Tee~ but "we
just chose to. err on the side of
caution today."
The other, at the University
of Oklahoma, started with a
report of a man spotted on
campus carrying a suspicious
object, which turned out to be
an umbrella
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

STUART RAMSON I ASSOCIATED PRESS

An uprooted tree and muddy paths are evidence of the destruction caused by flood waters
in Columbus Park, next to the train station, pictured left, in Mamaroneck, N.Y., Monday.

Insurgent chief claims Iraqis
· 'freaty late in 2002.
South Korea's main spy
make own rockets, rally in Basra
BAGHDAD - A top Iraqi
insurgent leader claimed in
an audiotape posted online
Tuesday that his ·al-Qaidalinked group had begun mantifacturing its own rockets.
The voice was said to be
that of Abu Omar al-Baghdadi, head of the Islamic State of
Iraq, an umbrella group that
includes al-Qaida in Iraq. The
tape was posted on an Islamic
Web site frequently used by
militant groups, but its
authenticity could not be
independently verified.
The rockets - called alQµds-1, or Jerusalem-I "have moved into the phase of
military production with an
advanced degree of range and
accuracy," al-Baghdadi said,
without elaborating.
Insurgents in Iraq · have
used a range of Soviet-era
rockets like Katyushas, and
shoulder-fired ground-to-air
Sam-7 missiles - most of
which were looted from Saddam Hussein's massive
depots in the lawless days and
weeks that followed the collapse of his regime. Recently,
the U.S. has accused Iran of
. funneling
Iranian-made
weapons to insurgents in Iraq ·
- mostly to Shiite militias
but to some Sunnis as well.
Hundreds of residents of
Basra, Iraq's second-largest
city, crowded into a huge tent
erected Tuesday in front of
the governor's office for the
start of a three-day sit-in to
demand the official's resignation.

agency was "following and
analyzing some peculiar
movements" around the reactor, an official at the National
Intelligence Service told The
Associated Press. The official
declined to be named, citing
policy.

U.N.S.C. moves swiftly to deploy
peacekeeping force in Darfur

UNITED NATIONS The U.N. Security Council
moved swiftly to start what
will likely be a months-long
process to deploy the first significant U.N. peacekeeping
force in conflict-wracked
Darfur
following
the .
Sudanese government's longawaited approval.
Council members immediately started the process of
getting U.N. funding for the ·
3,000 troops, police and other
personnel - as well as six
attack helicopters and other
aircraft and equipment - to
beef up the beleaguered
African Union force, which
has been unable to halt Darfur's four-year conflict.
The U.N.'s most powerful
body called on the Sudanese
government late Monday to
facilitate "the immediate
deployment" of the so-called
"heavy support package,''
which is the second plµise of a
U.N. plan to help the 7,000strong African Union force.
But it made clear the U.N.
goal is deployment of the
third and final phase - a
20,000-strong "hybrid" U.N.AU force.
"The heavy support package, as its name indicates, is
Deadly storm packing heavy
not the robust force that Darrain, wind lingers in Northeast
needs," U.N. peacekeeping
fur
TRENTON, N.J. - Floodwaters swirled through low- chief Jean-Marie Guehenno
lying communities, and evac- said "It's a support package to
uated residents waited for · lay the ground for a future
rivers to crest early Tuesday robust force. It's a transition
as a deadly spring storm lin- to a hybrid mission. That's
gered in the Northeast for a how we see it."
After five months of
third day.
The nor'easter left a huge stalling, Sudan gave a green
sw"ath of devastation, from the light on Monday for the U.N.
beaches of South Carolina to to send the 3,000 peacekeepthe mountains of Maine. It ers with their helicopter gunknocked out powe'r to hun- ships, which Khartoum inidreds of thousands of people tially opposed.
and was blamed for at least 15
For U.S., biggest global warming
deaths nationwide.
The storm dumped up to 9 problem is too much, little water
WASIIlNGTON.- As the
inches of rain on parts of New
Jersey on Monday, and more world warms, water - either
than 8 inches fell on New too little or too much of it York City's Central Park, is going to be the major probquadrupling the 101-year-old lem for the United States; scientists and military experts
record for Ute date.
New Jersey was placed said Monday. It will be a
under a state of emergency, domestic problem, with states
· and more than 1,400 residents clashing over controls of
were evacuated - many by rivers, and a national security·
problem as water shortages
boat.
The storm was especially and floods worsen conflicts
harsh in Bound Brook, where and terrorism elsewhere in
five homes burned down after the world, they said
At home, especially in the
frre crews could not reach the
buildings because of floodwa- Southwest, regions will need
to find new sources of drinkters.
ing water, the Great Lakes will
shrink, fish and other species
. N. Korea may be preparing to
· will be left high and dry, and
shut down nuclear reactor
coast.al areas will on occasion
SEOUL, South Korea Intelligence officials reported be inundated because of seaincreased activity Tuesday level rises and souped-up
around North Korea's main storms, U.S. scientists said
The scientists released a
nuclear reactor, indicating the
country may be preparing to 67-page chapter on North
uphold its agreement to shut American climate effects,
which is part of an interna' down the plant.
· North Korea missed last tional report on climate '
.
Saturday's deadline for shut- change impact.
Meanwhile, global-warmtering the reactor because of a
dispute over North Korean ing water problems will make
deposits frozen in a bank poor, unstable parts of the
world - the Middle East,
blacklisted by Washington.
The country promised the Africa and South Asia U.S. and four other nations in even more prone to wars, terFebruary to dismantle its rorism and the need for internuclear programs in return national intervention, a panel
for energy aid :ind political of retired military lel;lders said
in~ separate report.
concessions.
''Water at·large is the cenNorth Korea successfully
tested a nuclear bomb in tral [global warming] probOctober and is believed to lem for the U.S.," Princeton
have produced as many as a University geosciences prodozen atomic bombs since it fessor Michael Oppenheimer
kicked out U.N. nuclear said after a press conference'.
inspectors and quit the
ii:
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
Nu$ lear Nonproliferation
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.Spec,ial Events and Guests Everydayl
Including Gary Coleman, Phelps Twins
(Weasley's in Harry Potter), Gary Coleman, Star's from the NBC Hit Show
"HEROES," Erik Estrada·, Henry Winkler
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407-295-3247
Dollar Day: Thursday, April 19th, $1 Admission , $1 Rides , $1 Food Spe-cials: King and Queen of Bling Contest @ 7:30PM, Enter to win ·2 Roundtrip
SouthWest Airlines tickets!!! Go to www,centralfloridafair.com to enter.
Hispanic Festival: April 22nd, noon- 10PM
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Professor saves VT students

•

FROM

Al

phone interview from his
home outside of Tel Aviv,
Israel. "Students started opening windows and jumping
out."
The gunman, identified as
23-year-old Cho Seung-Hui, an
English major and native of
South Korea, killed 32 people
before committing suicide,
officials said, in what was the
deadliest shooting rampage in
modem U.S. history.
Librescu had known hardship since childhood.
When Romania joined
forces with Nazi Germany in
World War II, he was first
interned in a labor camp in
Transnistria and then deport•
ed along with his family and
thousands of other Jews to a
central ghetto in the city of
Focsani, his son said
.
According to a report compiled by the Romanian government in 2004, between
280,000 and _380,000 Jews
were killed by Romania's Nazi-

4>

I)

t)

1)

allied regime during the war.
"We were in Romania during the Second World War, and
we were Jews there among the
Germans and among the antiSemitic Romanians," Marlena
Librescu told Israeli Channel
10 TV on Tuesday.
. As a successful engineer
under the postwar Communist
government, Librescu found
work at Romania's aerospace
agency. But his career was
stymied in the. 1970s because
I\
he refused to swear allegiance
to the regime, his son said, and
he was later fired when he
requested permission to move
to Israel.
After years of government
refusal, according·to his son,
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin personally intervened to get the family an emigration permit. They moved to
Israel in 1978.
•
Librescu left Israel for Virginia in 1985 for a sabbatical
year, but eventually made the
move permanent, said Joe
Librescu, who himself studied

at Virginia Tech from 1989 to
1994.
In Romania, the academic
community mourned Librescu's death.
"It is a great loss,'' said Ecaterina Andronescu, rector of
the Polytechnic University in
Bucharest, where Librescu
graduated in 1953. "We have
immense consideration for the
way he reacted and defended
his students with his life."
At the Polytechnic University, where Librescu received
an honorary degree in 2000,
his picture was placed on a
table, a candle was lit and people laid flowers nearby.
Professor Nicolae Serban
Tomescu described Librescu
as "strong and dignified"
"He had a huge affection for
his students, and he sacrificed
his life for them,'' Tomescu
told AP Television News.
Librescu published extensively and received numerou~
awards for his work.
"His work was his life, in a
sense," Joe Librescu said
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Saturday April 14th

12 PIM - 9 plM: "Step it up' picnic at the arboretulM
for 1More itifo go to:. http://events.stepltup200lorg/evetits/show/641

Mottday April 1 6th
10 a1M - 2 p1M: fablhtg attd plant giveaway iti frottt of the Studetit Ut1iot1.
2 plM:
Speaker - Corbett Kroehler. Cotig'resslottal candidate. SU RoOIM 2UC.
+p1M:
Electric car test drive at Co1M1M 10 1
"Who killed the electric car"
6 p1M:
IMOVie showlttg attd presentatioti frolM director, Chris Pait,te

f uesday April 17th

'\

STEVE HELBER I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Virginia Tech students, recovering from Monday's massacre, read copies of the Collegiate Times, the campus paper on Tuesday. The paper's Web
site posted events of the shootings on Virginia Tech's campus as they occurred. The story below was written by Collegiate Times rep6rters.

.Survivor recalls gunman's attack
Al

"He was just a normal looking kid ... but he had on a Boy
like drilling in the walls, and Scout-type outfit He wore a tan
someone thought they sounded button-up vest, and this black
like bullets. That's when we vest, maybe it was for ammo or
blockaded the door to stop any- something.'' · ,
one from coming in."
At the time, Sheehan said that
Sheehan witnessed the she was unsure if her professor,
shooting as it happened
Christopher Bishop, was still
"I saw bullets hit people's alive. The 35-year-old ·Bishop
bodies,'' Sheehan said "There was killed in the attack.
was blood everywhere. People
Philip Kai Seward started a
~ < in the class were passed out, I
Facebook group back in August
don't know, maybe from shock · about the William Morva incifrom the pain. But I was one of dent, wherein Morva, accused of
· only four that made it out of that killing a police officer and secuclassroom. The rest were dead rity guard, escaped custody and
or injured
was at large around the campus.
FROM

''I started phoning around to
some of my friends,'' Seward
said, "and eventually I got in
touch with Erin."
"She told me she was one of
just a few people to make it alive
out of a class room that got
attacked.''
"I picked her up from the
BlackSburg Police Department
just a while ago, b.ut when she
first told me what had happened,
I thought it was all a bad. joke,''
Seward said
"It was all just a surreal
moment,'' Seward said "When I
realized it wasn't"

10 a1M - 2 p1M: fablh1g attd plattt giveaway ltt frottt of the Studettt Uniott.
11 a1M - l p1M: flower pot decoratlttg at the tables.
Sp1M:
Speaker - t1r: Jacques, Ott Etivlrotttttental Skepticlsttt. Roottt SU 229

Wedr1esday April 18th
l 0 alM - 2 plM:
11 a1M - 1 plM:
2:90 plM:
9:SO p1M:

fablittg and plattt giveaway in front of the Student Uttiott.
Real Rock 10 t.1 ott site, Earthday Jirthday contest
Critical Mass <Jicycle tour arouttd ca1Mpus)
Ettvirotuttental So~lety lfteeting and/or ~rboretutM tour:

fhursday April 1 9th
10 a1M - 2 ptM: fablittg and plant giveaway lti frottt of the Student Uttlott.
11 a1M - t p1M: Flower pot decoratitig at the tables.
2 plM:
Movie showing, 'i\tt lttcottvenlettt trutti'. Roo1M 221 J

Friday April 20th
10 alM - 2 p1M: fabling and plartt giveaway irt frottt of the Studetit Utliott.

9pm-12am: DAHCE PARTY! SU Egmont 224
Other ttotes:
_,ring a bag of recycled goods to the student uttlon while_were tabling everyday attd win a prize!
-For volunteer opportunities contact Stephanie 'utler: vucf_anl1Mals®11tail.ucf.edu
-We will have T-shirts attd other giveaways throughout the week!
••check www.vucf.getlnvolve~ucf.co1M for updates
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Use-email?
Google 'wants your opinion.
Schoolwork, activities, parties - if you're like
most students, you've got a lot on your plate.
With Google, your sch ool can give you Gmail
and other tools to help you make the most
of your time - for free. Already,. schools like
Arizona State University a nd N orthwestern·
University are working wit h Google. Mayb~
your school should be next.

''

Take the Google student survey. Does your
school's email system give you th~ tools you
need to manage your life effectively? Are
there ways Google cou ld help make it better?
Visit http://www.google.com/studentsurvey
and tell us about it.
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KnightShoppers.com

Student paper
detailed horror.
on its.Web site
FROM

In association with UCF, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the best deals and discounts
on hundreds of your favorite brands.
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11:50a.m.
The Associated Press has reported at least one
death and seven injuries stemming from two
shooting incidents on the Virginia Tech c.ampus. Police
have taken one person into rustody and continue to
seardl for anotheras part of routine procedure.

~~I
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J

U

Over 40,000 Movies, Largest Video Rentals &·Sales

.,

11:57a.m.
Three people were escorted out of Norris Hall in
handruffs by police.Thethree were then
unhandc.uffed and c.anine teams were sent into Norris
Hall.

.................................. •!·········
12:23p.m.

.

.

Virginia Tech police have confinned n fatalities
resulting from the c.ampus shootings today.The
gunman has also been confinned dead.
Three people were escorted out of Norris Hall by
police.The three were handcuffed,separated,
questioned, unhandc.uffed and then c.anine teams
were sent into Norris Hall saidjunior computer
engineer Nick Saunders who watched the events
unfold from the the second floor of Randolph Hall.
According to the university, classes have been
c.ancetled for Tuesday, April 17.

1:16p.m.
Multiple shootings occurred on c.ampus this
morning.There have been 20fatalities in a shooting
that occurred in Norris Hall.There was one fatality in
West. Ambler Johnston and the other fatality was the
shooter,who has not yet been identified, said Virginia
Tech President Charles Steger at apress conference.
The first shooting occurred at7:15 a.m.in West.
AmblerJohnston.Twenty ofthe fatalities occurred in
Norris Hall,which happened approximately two hours
later.The victims have not yet been identified. Some
are confirmed as students. It has not been confirmed
whether or not the shooter is astudent.
Vktims have been transported to various hospitals
in the area.The victims' families will be notified as
soon as the victims are identified.
The Virginia Tech Police, State Police and FBI are
investigating.Campus will be dosed forthe remainder
ofthe day.It will reopen tomorrow at8 a.m,but
classes will be c.ancelled.
Police are still investigating whether the two
shootings are relatedThey are also investigating ifit
has any relation to the recent bomb threats on Tech's
campus.
The police are sure that the campus is secure but
advise everyone to remain indoors.
Campus traffic has been restricted; however,
students are now able to leave campus ifthey wish.
Families who wish to reunite with their students are
encouraged to meet atThe Inn at Virginia Tech.The
best advice is to iemain indoors, Steger said.
"I cannot begin to convey my own personal sense
ofloss over the senselessness ofsuch an
incomprehensible and heinous act," Steger said.
Counseling will be available in Ambler Johnston
and the Cook Counseling Center.A convocation is
scheduled tomorrow at noon at Cassell Coliseum for
the university to come togetherto begin to deal with
tragedy, Stegersaid.
Another press conference will be scheduled later
this evening.The story will be upclated as information
isreleased. .

1:29p.m.
Dinirig halls have been cleared to resume
operations.

The university is requesting that students limit
movement while police continue their investigation.
Counseling services will be available until 9:00 jJ.m.
tonight in AmblerJohnston's third cross-over lounge
fur those who reside in West or East Ambler Johnston.
General counseling will be available to the rest ofthe
campus community at McCornas Hall until 9:00 p.m. ·

2:13 p.m,.
As of no\',\ 32 people are confinned dead. One
person from West. Ambler Johnston Hall and at least
20 people from Norris Hall have been killed.The
shooter as well has been killed, but it is uncertain as to
whether it is astudent or not.

2'37p.m.
R>x News isreporting that the porKe have
•· recovered two 9mm handguns.

4:44p.m.
University .Relations has confirmed 31 deaths at
Norris Hall, in addition to two deaths at West Ambler
Johnston.The identity ofthe shooter is currently
unknown as no identification was present with the
suspect.

4:54p.m.
Police have confirmed that the shootertook his own
life.

4:59p.m.
According to Virginia Tech police chiefWendell
Rinchum,preliminary reports have stated that the
doors of Norris Hall were chained.The shooter killed
himselfwithin Norris Hall and bodies.were found
throughout the building. No additional persons are in
custocly.

8:19p.m.
Virginia Tech police chiefWendell Flinchum said that
there has been a preliminary identific.ation ofthe. ·
shooter in the incident that took place in Nonis Hall
but would not definitively state whether the shooter
was the same asthe one that lefttwo dead in West
Ambler Johnston Hall.Flinchum back-tracked from his
statement that the desaiption Ambler Johnson Hall
shooter did not match the desaiption ofthe Norris
Hall shooter, leaving it unclear as to whether police
, were actively pursuing a second suspect in the case.
- TIMELINE REPORTED BY JOE KENDALL,
CHRISTOPHER RITTER, DAVID HARRIES, KEVIN ANDERSON
AND SAIRA HAIDER OFTHE COLlIGIATETIMES
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International business major Krista Williams faces the stage at Millican Hall Tuesday at the candlelight vigil at the UCF main campus.
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Killings spur students to
offer sympathies and aid
at Virginia Tech."
· Shaun Notman, a 20today,'' Planert said via e- year-old junior molecular
and microbiology major,
mail
Fortunately for Planert, started the "Virginia Tech
none of his friends were Remembrance Fund,'' to
support and raise money for
injured in the shootings.
"I feel just as shocked as the victims' families at VT.
"In between classes, I
my friends at Virginia Tech;"
Planert said "I have about 10 immediately thought of the
friends that go there, and people I might lmow there,
any one of them could have and even though I don't .
been in those classrooms. If know anyone who is injured,
I had lost any of them, I do I felt affected," Notman said
Notman said he felt a
not know what I would have
done. I cannot imagine what strong connection with the
the families and friends of students because they are
college students just like
the victims are feeling."
After hearing the details himself. This bond inspired
of the shootings Planert said thefund
.
The fund has a functionhe felt "sick to [his] stomach."
ing Web site and is already
donations
"It's one thing for an accepting
escaped convict to roam through the mail Donations
through the school grounds, are aimed at aiding families
like one did last year; but to who may have funeral costs,
think of a student their own hospital costs or even stu. age doing this to fellow stu- dent-loan costs to pay. Elecdents is just disgusting and tronic donations should be
almost unbelievable,'' Plan- functioning by the beginning of next week.
ert said
Also coming soon to the
Planert said Monday
site is a message board
reminded him of Sept. ll.
"My father was working where people can leave their
messages.
in the Pentagon. and most of condolence
my friends' parents worked There will also be a part of
there too. The worried. help- the site called ''Write to the
less feelings are all the same, families,'' where people can
and trying to contact anyone write personal letters to the
to make sure they are OK is aggrieved families, and in·
turn, Notman wiU mail the
·the same,'" Planert said
For Kris Davis, a 24-year- letters to them.
Notman said he is interold senior and an electrical
engineering student, the ested in meeting with heads
tragedy was personally dis- of all university organizations, "from business fraterturbing.
"I almost went there. I nities to the Chocolate
was going to go to Hampton Club,'' to show support for
Sydney to play football and people who are "truly our
then transfer [to VT] after brothers and sisters.''
"In this time of tragedy,
two years,'' Davis said
Davis believes had he we must act on the bond
taken that track he could that binds us as college stuhave still been at VT study- dents all across the nation
ing electrical engineering. · and realize that we are
"It makes you wonder members of a really large
why someone would get to brotherhood.
"Coming to the aid of our
the point where they feel
they have no other option brothers and sisters shouldbut to do. that," Davis said. n't require thought but
"The fact that it's an engi- should be something we're
neering building too just all driven to do. Please show
your support by going to the
shocks me."
While the tragedy has left Web site and leaving a permany students vpcal about sonal message or donations,
their feelings, still others both of which have equal
have responded in a differ- value to the families and stuent way. Some have become dents ofVirginia Tech,'' Notactive because of the man said
tragedy and taken a role in
Still, for other UCF stu- .
supporting those affected by dents, Monday will be a day
they will remember.
the murders.
Alicia Yeager, a 20-yearChris Arter, a 21-year-old
old junior and a commu- junior and a legal studies
nicative disorders major, major was making lunch
created a Facebook group while listening to the news
called "UCF sympathizes on television when he found
with Vrrginia Tech,'' which out about the tragedy.
"I was appalled I felt like
now has more than 370
members.
my stomach turned inside
"This Facebook group out," Arter said
Dennis McDavid, a 21may not be much, but it is a
little bit of something to year-old senior and a busishow the Virginia Tech stu- ness administration major,
dents and families that other was in class when he heard
universities do care, even if the news from a fellow stuit didn't happen directly to dent who was logged on the
us. It provides the opportu- Internet.
"I was really shocked. I
nity for students to give
words of comfort and con- asked him if he was joking,''
cern," Yeager said via e-mail McDavid said
Unfortunately,
this
Alexis Stangl, a 21-yearold junior and a liberal stud- tragedy was no joke, but a
ies major, planned the can- true nightmare.
Stephatiie Jarvis, a 20dlelight vigil that was held
Tuesday night in front of the year-old junior and a marketing major, is part of
Reflecting Pond.
"I felt compelled to do TriKnights, the triathlon
this because I saw that many club at UCF, which has a colat UCF were affected by the legiate event this weekend
event, but there was no One of the colleges that ~
action being takeIL I went to supposed to take part in the
high school in Vrrginia, for event was VT.
Jarvis and other memthe first two years, and many
of
TriKnights
of my friends went on to Vir- bers
ginia Tech, so far, they are all expressed concern for the
OK,'' Stangl said via e-mail. VT athletes and wondered if
"I know that there are others their fellow athletes would
in the UCF conununity who be mentally prepared or if
any were victims in the
r~ve friends and loved ones
FROM
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* Over 40,000 Magazines,
Books &DVDs ·
* Over 35,000 Adult Toys & Lingerie
* Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
* Show UCF ID and
get 20%off EVERYTHING!

shootings.
'Will it affect their performance?'' Jarvis asked
She didn't find out about the
news until Monday evening
when she· logged on to
MSN.com because she had been
working all day.
"The first thing it said was.
'Massaci'e,"' Jarvis said ''When
you hear that you think 'horror
movie.' It's a complete shock. It
came out of absolutely
nowhere."
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$207,000
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,Tests sl;iow same gun used in
,dorm, classroom shootings
'

'FROM
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to the
. university's counseling
service.
"Sometimes, in creative
writing, people reveal things,
1 and you never know if it's creative or if they're describing
things, if they're imagining
things or just how real it might
, be," Rude said. "But we're all
alert to not ignore thirigs like
this."
She said she did not know
when he was referred for
counseling, or what the outcome was. Rude refused to
, release any of his writings or
his grades, citing privacy laws.
The ·counseling service
refused to comment.
~ · Cho - who arrived in the
United States as a boy from
South Korea in 1992 and was
raised in suburban Washing•ton, D.C., where his parents
worked at a dry cleaners left a note in his dorm room
, that was found after the bloodbath.
A government official, who
spoke on conditio,n of
•anonymity because he had not
been authorized to discuss
details of the case, said the
note had been described to
'him as "anti-woman, anti-rich
kid."
The
Chicago Tribune
)reported on its Web site that
the note railed against "rich
kids," "debauchery" and
"deceitful charlatans" on cam-.pt.is. ABC, citing law enforcement sources, said that the
note, several pages long,
explains Cho's actions and
1says, "You caused me to do
this."
Citing
unidentified
)sources, the Tribune also said
Cho had recently set a fire in a
dorm room and had stalked
some women.
Monday's rampage consisted of two attacks, more than
two hours apart, first at a dormitory, where two people
were killed, then inside a
classroom building, where 31
people, including Cho, died.
)Two handguns - a 9 mm and
a .22-caliber - were found in
the classroom building.
The Washington Post quot,ed law enforcement sources as
saying Cho died with the
words "Ismail Ax" in red ink
on one of his arms, but they
>were not sure what that
meant.
According to court papers,
police found a "bomb threat"
1note - directed at engineering school buildings - near
the victims in the classroom
,,bµilding. In the past three
weeks, Virginia Tech was hit
with two other bomb threats.
Investigators have not pub)licly connected those threats
to Cho.
-·
Cho graduated from Westfield High School in Chantilly,
)'va., in 2003. His family lived in
an off-white, two-story townhouse in Centreville, Va.
·' Two of those killed in the
rampage, Reema Samaha and
Erin Peterson, graduated from
Westfield High in 2006. But
1there was no immediate word
from authorities on whether
Cho knew the two young
women and singled them out.
> "He was very quiet, always
)

by himself," neighbor Abdul information had not been
Shash said. Shash said Cho announced, said Cho's fingerspent a lot of his free time .prints were on both guns,
playing basketball and would whose serial numbers had
not respond if someone greet- been filed off.
ed him.
With classes canceled for
Classmates painted a simi- the rest of the week, many stular picture. Some said that on dents left town in a hurry, lugthe first day of a British litera- ging pillows, sleeping bags
ture class last year; the 30 or so and backpacks down the sidestudents went around and walks.
introduced themselves. When
Jessie Ferguson, 19, a freshit was Cho's turn, he didn't man from Arlington, Va.,
speak.
headed for her car with tears
On the sign-in sheet where streaming down her cheeks.
"I'm still kind of shaky," she
everyone else had written
their names, Cho had written said. "I had to pump myself up
a question mark. "Is your just to kind of come out of the
name, 'Qµestion Mark?"' class- building. I was going to come
mate Julie Poole recalled the out, but it took a little bit of
professor asking. The young 'OK, it's going to be all right. ·
man offered little response.
There's lots of cops around."'
Cho spent much of that
She added: "I just don't
class sitting in the back of the want to be on campus."
On Tuesday 'afternoon,
thousands of people gathered
in the basketball arena for a
memorial service for the victims, with an overflow crowd
of thousands watching on a
jumbo TV screen in the football stadium. President Bush
and the first lady attended.
•
''.As you draw closer to your
families in the comjng days, I
ask you to reach out to those
who ache for sons and daughters who are never coming
home,'' Bush said.
Virginia Tech President
Charles Steger received a 30second standing ovation,
despite bitter complaints from
parents and students that the
university should have locked
down the campus immediately after the first burst of gunfire.
:ay early Tuesday morning,
just several hours after official's released Cho's name,
hordes of Facebook groups
popped up, many denouncing
him while some looked for
- STEPHANIE DERRY
people whq knew him.
CHO'S CLASSMATE
Stories of heroism and
ingenuity emerged Tuesday.
Liviu Librescu, an Israeli
engineering and math lecturroom, wearing a hat and sel- er, was killed after he was said
dom participating. In a small to have protected his students'
department, Cho distin- lives by blocking the doorway
guished himself for being of his classroom fro:µi the gunanonymous. "He didn't reach man.
out to" anyone. He never
One student, an Eagle
talked," Poole said
Scout, survived a wound by
"We just really knew him as using an electrical cord as a
the question mark kid," Poole tourniquet around his bleedsaid.
ing thigh, a doctor reported
One law enforcement offiKevin and Cindy Deck of
cial said Cho's backpack con- Roanoke met at Virginia Tech
tained a receipt for a March and graduated from the
purchase of a Glock 9 mm pis- school. Their daughter Natalie
tol. Cho held a green card, is a fourth-year architecture
which meant he was a legal student, while son Daniel is .a
permanent resident eligible to freshman business major.
buy a handgun unless he had
"We both went to workthis
been convicted of a felony.
morning," Cindy Deck said. "I
Roanoke Firearms owner teach school, and by the first
John Markell said his shop bell ringing, I thought, I can't
sold the Glock and a box of do this. I need to be with my
practice ammo to Cho 36 days kids. It's just one of those days
ago for $571.
you've got to be 'with them."
"He was a nice, clean-cut
Her
husband
added:
college kid. We won't sell a "We've been struggling with
gun if we have any idea at all an immediate impulse just to
that a P.urchase is suspicious," ·run and grab our kids and
Markell said.
bring them home."
Investigators stopped short
of saying Cho.carried out both
- Associated Press writers
attacks at the dormitory and Stephen Manning in Centreclassroom buildings. But State ville, Va.; Matt Barakat in RichPolice ballistics tests showed mond, Va.;LaraJakesJordanin
one gun was used in both.
Washington; and Vicki Smith,
And two law enforcement Sue Lindsey 'and Justin Pope in
officials, speaking on condi- Blacksburg contributed to this
tion of anonymity because the report.

"We always
·joked we
were Just
waiti~gfor

him to do
something,
waiting to
hear about
so~ething

he did."

.

,.

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is an inflammatory bowel
disease that causes chronic inflammation of the
digestive tract. UC can be painful and sometimes
lead to life-threatening complications.
There is a research study testing the safety
and effectiveness of an FDA-approved
medication for people affected by UC.
To participate in this trial, you must:
• Be 18 years or older
•Currently experiencing a UC flare

..

Qualified participants will receive study
medication and study-related medical
evaluations at no cost.

,•

..

.
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Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attroneys about legal
matters and receive advice: In addition, legal representation, up to and including all
stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following:

~

II II I

• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements
in the community.
""
·Consumer problems confronting individual students.
• Traffice cases
•Criminal law
·Uncontested dissolution of marriage
• Bankruptcy

www.stuleual.sdes.uct.eBu.

,

"'

Students in need oflegal service should contact, either in person or by telephoneJi07-813-~38), ·~
Student legal Services in Room 155, Student Resource Center. All consultations are by.appointment only.
No legal ·advice will be given over the phone.,

..

East Orlando's Newest Family Fun Center!
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Two-for-Tuesday - 10amto 2pm Buy One Playground entry
and get the 2nd entry for free!
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Unlimited l aser Tag 514.99
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each l aser Tag game
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1-866-562-6135
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For details visit our website at
www.consolidateyourself.com
or call one of our representatives at:

l
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Get the best of both worlds!
Lock in a l~w rate and stay in your grace.period!
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UCF defense improves, offense sputters in spring
without having starting running
back KeVin Smith participating in
contact drills.
After a month full of practices,
As the practices ,progressed it
the UCF Football team has became even harder when the se<;answered many questions but still ond- and third-string running backs
has work to do.
couldn't participate in practice.
"Obviously we have work to do
"There are holes there that 1
like everyone does leaving tlie think the first three guys would
spring:' head Goach Geo~ O'Leary have seen," O'Leary said
1:;\Vben you don't have a guy like
said
Spring practices concluded on that (Smith) in the game, it's going
Saturday With the last full-squad to be a lot more difficult," quarterscrimmage for tlie Knights. The back ~yle Israel said .
scriminage w~ used to show the
The problem was .e vident daj:ing
coaches what improvements have tlie goal-line portion of the scrimbeen made during the sessions this mage. O'Leary had the offense run
spring and where there still needs plays from the 2-yatd line. The
to be work
defense stepped up to the plate and
continually denied the offense from
Offense:
scoring a touchdown.
Throughout the spring practices, .
The efforts of the defense were
the offense has been hampered highlighted by an astounding play

ZACH MOORE
St~ffWriter

Oct.13
Oct.20

ATS.Miss

Oct.28

MARSHALL

f"ov.3
Nov.10
Nov.17

from Darin Baldwin when he saw
running back Jayson Williams
bounce the ball outside. Baldwin
fought off the stiffarm from
Wtlfuun.s and whipped hiin to the
ground inches away from the goal
line.
When tlie rwm.ing game is
unable to have-a solid day, the passing game will suffer. During the
scrimmage Israel was 17-for-34 for
ll3 yards, throwing one touchdown
and one interception.
"ObvioU$ly, you would like to see
more big-play potential," O'Leary
said, "but I think when you have
your top tailback sitting on the
bench ... they frowd the passing
game."
One of the main problems the
offense faced during the scrimmage
PLEASE SEE

O'LEARY ON A9

;'=.!'

~
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Redshirt senior Mike
Merritt is tackled after
catching a pass in the
Kniglrts' final spring
scrimmage Saturday
afternoon. Merritt had
three receptions for 18
yards. The Knights' offense
put together four
touchdowns.The defense
limited the offense to just
80 yards rushing while
forcing four tumoveJS and
threesacks.
COURTESYCl!RIS SCHUBERT

:=:
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Softball
two-hits .
.
UAB in 1-0 win ·
UCF takes two of three in series '
MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

RYAN PELHAM I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Elvira Serrot returns a ball in the Knights' 4-3 win over Marquette on April 3. In Monday's 4-3 loss to Louisville, Serrot earned a win at the No. 1 spot.

Tennis falls 4-3 to Louisville
MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

The UCF Women's Tennis
team recorded just three singles
victories in their last regularseason match, resulting in a 4-3
loss to the Louisville Cardinals
on Monday afternoon.
UCF, which begins Conference USA Championship play
Thursday, concluded the regular
season with a 10-7 record

UCF got off to a slow start,
losing two of three doubles
matches, quickly falling behind
1-0.
The only win for .UCF came
from junior Kayla McNicol and
sophomore Kenza Belbacha,
who defeated Louisville's
Natalia Baez and Bianca Gorbea
8-5 at the No.2 spot. The victory
was their llthit:onsecutive win of
the season.
In singles competition, the

Knights took three of six matches from the Cardinals, registering wins at the top three spots.
Junior Anna Yakimchenkova
earned the two-set victory over
her opponent Gorbea 7-6 (6), 64, while teammates Belbacha
and Elvira Serrot narrowly beat
their opponents in three sets.
Belbacha came back from
one set down to defeat Natalie
PLEASE SEE

MCNICOL ON A9

GA~E QUICK TAKE

Despite a one-hour rain delay,
Super Sunday:
the UCF Softball team concluded
The
Knights are 6-2 on the season
its three-game series against UAB
with a 1-0 win over the visiting
when playing on Sunday. Their
Blazers on Sunday.
only two losses were a 1-0 loss to
With the win, the Knights
Villanova
on Feb. 25 and a3-1
improved to 32-18 on the year and
loss
to
Conference
USA rival East
8-7 in Conference USA and moved
Carolina on March 11.
into third place in conference
standings.
UAB fell to Zl-'22 on the season
Cid's Sacrifice :
and 8-9 in C-USA, which drops
In Sunday's win over the Blazers,
them into fifth in the standings.
senior Cici Alvarez put together
After taking the loss in game
one on SaturdaY, Allison Kime got
two sacrifice bunts to help lift the
her second start of the series SunKnights in the 1-0 victory.
day, and this time, the junior pitcher allowed just two hits in the complet~e shutout
line and quickly advanced to secThe win was Kime's 19th of the ond on a sacrifice bunt from Cid
year.
Alvarez.
UAB pitcher Jennifer Nelson
After a fly out to left field offthe
· went six innings, allowing just one bat of Amber Lamb, Kime would
run on five hits in the loss.
connect in the next at bat, scoring '·
The lone run ofthe game was in Feaster from second on an RBI sinthe bottom half of the first inning, gle up the middle.
when two hits and a UAB error
UCF.had another opportunity
allowed the Knights to go up 1-0 to score in the bottom of the third r.
and grab the only run they would when they put runners on first and
need to get the victory.
'second. but a strikeout from BreKacie Feaster led-off the inning
· with a single down the third-base
PLEASE SEE KIME ON A9 ....

(entwtl 1loriba 1utut-e
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Suh leads Golf to llthplace finish in tourney
ZACH MOORE
Staff Writer

The UCF Men's Golf team
finished the final round of the
Thunderbird Invitational with
> a score of 291 and a three-day
score of 10-over-par 874 to finish the tournament 11th overall.
, The Knights were led by
freshmen Nuno Henrique in
the final round when he shot
the team's lowest round of the
tournament, an even-par 70.
The tournament was dominated by the University of Oregon. Oregon led the tournaJ
ment from the first day to the

· Over the weekend:

1--aL...::.~--"-"___,

Suh was the
Knights' top finisher,
shooting a oneover-par 217.

final hole. The Ducks finished
the tournanient with a 20under-par 844.
Leading the Knights in the
individual scoring was junior
Giwon Suh. Suh shot a com-·

bined one-over-par 217.
He finished the tournament
in a tie for 30th place. Suh was
closely followed by teammate
Henrique, who finished the
tournament two over par.
The top finisher for the
tournament was Charlie Beljan
of New Mexico. Beljan shot ,a
IS-under-par 201.
Next up for the Knights will
be the Conference USA Championship. Last year the Knights
placed second in the tournament in their first year as a
member of the conference.
The championships are
scheduled for April 29-May 1.

Women's Rowing drops first race of spring season

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT

Redshirt freshman wide receiver Jamar Newsome is taken down while catching a pass in the Knights' final spring scrimmage Saturday.

O'Leary happy with depth
FROM

'

A8

was the inconsistent play from
the receiving core.
With a good amount of
young talent on the outside, the
receivers at times have been
making mistakes.
"We dropped way too many
balls that were catchable balls,"
O'Leary said

'

Defense:

COURTESY LAUREN HAMPSON

The UCF Women's Rowing Varsity Eight squad dropped its first race of the spring season, falling to No. 19 Washington in the final day
of the Windermere Real Estate Classic on Sunday. In the first day of competition, the Knights defeated No. 14 Washington State. The
Knights return to action April 21 when they travel to Oak Ridge, Tenn., to take part in the SIRA Championships.

One of the main focuses of
the spring has been on the
defensive side.
After a season in which the
defense took the brunt of the
blame for most of the losses, a
new defensive coordinator was
brought in to revive the squad
"I think were coming along
real fast, but we still got a lot to
learn." defensive back Joe Burnett said
New defensive coordinator
John Skladany has brought a
new system and a new attitude
that the· defense has reacted to
in a positive way.
. .
Many players felt at times
last year that perhaps the
coaches didn't do enough
teaching, and this year the

defensive coaching staff -is very important."
doing the exact opposite.
One of the main focuses in
"Coaches came in with the · the preseason will be c;ompletattitude doing less yelling, less ing the installation of the
screaming ...," Burnett said "I defensive sclieme.
"There's a few wrinkles left,
think that was a big problem
With us, we was so timid, get- but the heart and soul of the
ting yelled at, making mis- defense is in," Skladany said
takes."
One of the main focuses for Final Thoughts:
Skladany was the run defense.
One thing that O'Leary
After a disappointing sea- made sure his players knew
son against the run, the men up throughout spring practice is
front needed to improve.
that no one is safe in their jobs.
The constant practices and
He made this clear by
· work against the run paid off. pulling Israel off the first team
The front seven dominated the during a practice.
After watching a full spring
offense's run game throughout
and recognizing there is still
the spring practices.
"We're tackling better; w~'re much work to be done,
stronger; we're good at the line O'Leary will have a keen eye on
o( scrimmage," Skladany. said the incoming freshmen in
'~11 those things are imporevery position.
"The quarterback position,
tant."
With all the improvements and all the players coming in,
the defense made through the will get a look-see right away,"
spring,,there is still work that O'Leary said
needs to be done.
The spring practices did
"We've got a long way to go show this squad to be one of
in our pass game and some of the best in recent history.
our concepts there," Skladany
"This is the best group of
said
athletes that I have had from a
"We had a good·spring, but depth standpoint [at UCF],''
the preseason is going to be O'Leary said

. .Kinie gets 19th win Of season
Jnl-0 victory over the Blazers
FROM

,. anne Javier would end the inning
and the Knights' threat. .
The Blazers' biggest threat
.'1-. pme in the top ofthe sixth when
two walks to Holly Krzan and
Andrea Rogers and a sacrifice
bunt off the bat of Leigh Walker
t. would put runners on second
and third with just one out.
Kime, however, would strike
out Amanda Antonovich for a
1-CTUcial second out and the next
batter, Nicole 'Tumlin, would
ground out to Alvarez at third to
~ end the inning.
·
Both teams had opportunities
to score, putting runners on base
in several instances. UCF left a
• total of seven runners on base,
while UAB left six.
·
The Knights recorded ·five
hits on the night, coming off the
1' bats of Feaster, Lamb, Kime,
Hillary Barrow and Lindsay
Dean.
~
The Blazers' lone hits came
off the bats of Antonovich and
Kayla Harris. .
The Knights return to action
tonight when they travel to
Gainesville to face in-state rival
Florida
UCF is 1-5 all-time against the
• Gators. Their last meeting was
April 19 of last year when the visiting Gators beat the Knights 3-0.
The Gators enter the match
with a reeord of 34--18.
The match-up marks the last
non-conference game of the season for UCF before its last three
conference series.
Game time is set for 6 p.m.

I
Every week, over 3,000 used vehicles are sold in Orlando.
1f you 're car shopping, be the first to get the listings with
Cars.com Magazine.
Cars.com Magazine offers the most up-to-date listings in
Central Florida, giving you the advantage over other car
shoppers every week. With complete auto information
every Thursday, Cars.com Magazine is your one stop for
car buying and selling.

BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior Allison Kime throws a pitch in the Knights' 4-2 loss to UAB in game one ofthethreegame series. In Sunday's win, Kime pitched a complete-game shutout allowing just two hits.

McNicol, Belbacha win 11th straight
FROM

I(.
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• Laszkowski, 0-6, 7-5, 6-1, and
Serrot defeated Lauren Imre at
the No. I spot, 3-6, 6-1, 6-2.
In their last home matches
of their career, UCF seniors
Megan Hunter and Becky Gor~n both narrow\)' missed a

win at the No. 4 and 5 spots.
Hunter took her opponent,
Robyn White, into three sets,
but fell in the end 2-6, 6-3, 6-1,
while Gordon lost her match to
Jo-Ann Van Aerde 7-6 (5), 6-3.
The Knights return to
action Thursday when they
travel to Tu~;a, Okla., where

they will begin the Conference
USA Championships.
The Knights will play No. 9
East Carolina at 11 a:.m. in the
first round of action. The 11team tournament will last four
rounds with the championship
match taking place on Sunday
atll am.

Check Cars.com Magazine every week for vehicle
listings or go to OrlandoSentinel.com/cars.

Orlando Sentinel
Orlando Sentinel. Your best source for cars.
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OUR STANCE

VT tragedy shows
guns are no solution

•'

•

'

\

W

ith the tragic shooting
at Virginia Tech Monday, there comes an
almost-instantaneous inclination
to over-sentimentalize, to quote
the hoary and overused West
Wing speech. ''the streets of
heaven are too crowded with
angebj tonight ... they are our students and our teachers and our
parents and friends."
We needn't submit to such
mawkishness to acknowledge the
tragedy and mourn for those who
were lost. They, and their frunilies, deserve so much better.
What they most certainly
don't deserve is to have their
lives, and tragically their deaths;
tainted by those seeking to score
disgustingly cheap political
points. No sooner had the news
broken about the shootings than
the National Rifle Association's
amen-chorus started to warble
that the real tragedy was that
gun-control laws prevented the
victims from defending themselves.
How perverse do you have to
be to make this argument when
the powder-burned bodies of 33
people are still fresh? Gun-control laws are to blame?
A crazy person'. shot 32 people
in cold blood and then shot himseU: and all you can think to do is
call for looser restrictions on gun
ownership.
Why stop there?
Why not empty your proverbial mental clip and call for mandated gun ownership on college
campuses? Make uzis or glocks
part of every back-to-school kit
sold at Bed, Bath and Beyond
Hear a bus backfire, and you'd
better draw down, lest you be
caught with your gat stuck in the
waistband of your underwear.
We can replace the fitness
center with a shooting range, and

UCF can offer degrees in
assault on our freedoms and our
advanced marksmanship. Hell,
· way of life. We did not expect,
let's go for broke and make any
nor did we invite a confrontation
dispute over grades an invitation
with evil. Yet the true measure of
to reenact ffrgh Noon.
a people's strength is how they
To call t:1;tis argument distaste- rise to master that moment when
ful gives it way too much credit.
it does arrive."
It is sick and deranged What we
No one at Virginia Tech
need at UCF, which is akin to a
awoke that morning planning to
small city and as such is vulneradodge bullets and run for their
ble to all kinds of crime, is not to
lives. They didn't choose to
suceumb to this random act of
become victims.
violence and mandate bag checks
But we can choose how we
and metal detectors every 20
react, how we learn from this
tragedy, how we can assess the
feet.
We need rapid-alert systems,
dangers inherent in living the
competent emergency-manage-·
lives we do.
ment officials who can quickly
We needlessly risk our safety
by not demanding better security
lockdown buildings to prevent
on this campus and at UCF-aff"tligunmen from rampaging across
campus and first responders who ated housing. The Future has run
are equipped to handle any and
more stories and readers' letters
all situations. We need more
than we dare to count about the
patrols, better security and camdeplorable security conditions at
Pegasus Landing and other aparteras in parking garages.
ment complexes.
. We don't need a Dirty Harry
It's time we demanded measin every class; we need to understand why Cho Seung-Hui did
ures to make ourselves safer on
what he did Yes, it's true, we're
and off of our campus, not to call
for gun-wielding vigilantes to
all at risk, but to what degree?
protect us. We don't need the
We're at a much greater risk
of being robbed in a parking
Student Union to turn into a
shootout at the UCF corral
garage, having our car stolen or
getting knocked over by an inexbecause some drunken fool .h ad
perienced skateboarder.
too much to drink at Wackadoo's.
So let us pray for those who
Llke a terrorist attack or getmourn the deaths at VT, and, in
ting struck by lightning, a mass
shooting is a rare occurrence that our deepest, private thoughts,
give thanks that it wasn't you or
shouldn't completely alter our
lives. Adjustments need to be
someone you know who was
made, but true risks shouldn't be
killed What happened wasn't
entirely preventable, but the danobscured by a freak occurrence.
And most assuredly, a shooting
gers we face every day are. The
next mugging, rape or car theft
shouldn't make any sane person
believe that the answer is to put
won't be covered on national
news, but will be tragic, all the
more guns in the hands of peomore so because we could have
ple.
done something to stop it, and
It's sadlyfironic that the truly
moving part of the aforemenwe didn't.
On that night, the streets will
tioned West Wing speech is
be too crowded with excuses, but
always forgotten. 'We did not
seek, nor did we provoke an
don't 5ay you weren't warned

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to IJe considered
., for publication, letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may
J\
editJor length. Submit them online at www.CentralFldridaFuture.com or fax
them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Navy rape case
hurts all parties
L
'

ast week's decision by the
Navy to expel lamar
Owens, a 23-year;-ald
Savannah, Ga, native, from the
Naval Academy has set off a
firestorm of controversy, and we
can't say we're surprised
For those not familiar with the
story, it was announced on April
11 that Owens, the former star
quarterback for the USNA Midshipmen football team, had been
expelled by Navy Vice Adm. Rodney P. Rempt, the academy's
superintendent, for unsatisfactory
conduct.
This all came after Owens was
acquitted last year on a charge of
raping a female midshipman. The
woman, then 20, admitted to
drinking heavily the night of the
incident, which was revealed as
consensual sex, and was given
immunity from prosecution in
exchange for testifying that
Owens broke academy rules.
In July, Owens was convicted
by a jury of officers of conduct
unbecoming of an officer, and
Rempt, who has received praise
in his time as superintendent for
his workto stop excessive drinking and sexual harassment, simply rec~mmended that Owens be
denied a commission and the
chance to graduate.
· However, Navy Secretary
Donald C. Wmtf;!r decided that
Owens would not only be
expelled, thus fulfilling Rempt's
recommendation, but also would
have to repay two-thirds of his
tUition, which amounts to about
1
$91,000.
\
Q!tlte simply, this punishment

is beyond excessive, and it is not
ment?
Yes, Owens made a mistake,
surprising that the uproar created
by some Naval Academy alumni · and we do believe .that the punis gaining steam with a Washingishment was too harsh. But, if the
ton Post story from Saturday
Navy is going to go that far, then
reporting that, at the very least,
the female midshipman should
there is going to be a fundraising
receive the same punishment as
effort to help Owens repay the
Owens.
It makes absolutely no sense
tuitioIL
The Post also reported that the for the USNA to go out of its way
response from those graduates
to grant that female midshipman
immunity while still deeming her
could range from "withholding
donations to the academy to filfit to serve as an officer folloWing
ing a civil lawsuit against'' Rempt. graduatioIL
We support these alumni in
Ifthey are not going to charge
her, then Owens should have
this fight because, as Peter
Optekar, a former Navy football
been given a second chance. This
is a double standard and, in our
player, said, the'deci.Sion "will ·
probably hurt the Naval Academy opinion, it will create a witchhunt mentality at the academy
for a decade to come:'
. that will have male cadets walkOptekar accentuated the fact
that the treatment of Owens, an
ing on egg shells in fear of proseAfrican-American, will hurt the
cution for offenses that involve
academy's ability to recruit "qual- multiple willing parties.
That's the key term - "multiified black leaders who want to
become officers:' but we'd like to . · ple willing parties." We underpoint out that in light of the 2003
stand that Wmter and Rempt are
sexual assault scandal at the Air
out to quash any possible scandal
Force Academy, where 302 female at their academy that would mircadets said they were sexually
ror the one at the USAFA, but if
assaulted, this was probably the
you are going to make an exam.worst thing that could happen for ple out of someone, do it right, .
any academy recruiting, regardwithout prejudice.
less of race.
Otherwise, you end up getting
The USAFA case, despite
something like this, where the
being such a large-scale contr:oresolution creates more problems
versy, did not result in any cadets
than the actual offense. Between
being kicked out of the academy.
the outspoken alumni and the
So if several hundred guilty parlikelihood of Owens appealing
ties were allowed to commission
the decision formally through the
despite committing what could
Board for Correction of Naval
have been worse offenses than
Records, this story is not going to
Owens, why would Wmter go out go away any time soon, and that's
of the way to carry out Owens'
the worst result of all for all parexiJilsion and request for repayties imlblved
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VT a reminder

•

to celebrate life
To the Hokies, a message from
ism?
In the weeks and months to
a Golden Knight.
Community solidarity is paracome, the questions will be
replaced by opportunities to
mount ·when our world grows
dark. As the days to graduation
rebuild Spirituality will seek to
crawl from double to single digits,
fill in tbe gaps, and memories
will serve as placeholders for
and some take in the last nostalgic
pain. Community solace and
cliched whiffs of our college
sympathies usurp wallowed sadyears, we further appreciate our
ness as we stand together as kin.
lives. Monday's shootings are a
tragedy we will never forget. ·
·To the Hokies, my fellow
ABEER B.ABDALLA
members of the Class of2007: I
I hold no profound wisdom
Senior Staff Writer
offer my Golden Knights lance
that will ease the pain of friends
to you. Our castle walls hold
and families who lost loved ones
prayers for your healing and our round-table
at Virginia Tech. I cannot say, "everything
offers comfort.
will be okay," or "we will never let this happen again." Comforting sentiments sound
In our time we have seen horror and mistrite and insincere. This tragedy further
ery, but we must not forget to celebrate life.
amplifies our global violence - things are
When the body of King Edward VII was
lying in state at Westminster in 1910, Henry
not getting better and no sanctuary is safe.
Scott Holland spoke these words: "Death is
I got a call from a friend early Monday
afternoon. His old roommate and my childnothing at all. It does not count. I have only
hood playmate was missing in Blacksburg,
slipped away into the next room. Nothing has
Va E-mails, phone cal}.s, pqtyers and 14 hours happened Everything remains exactly as it
of madness later, we learned that he was safe
was. I am I, and you are you, and the old life .
but his best friend had been killed
that we lived so fondly together is
In the daylong vigil of uncertainty, the deja untouched, unchanged
'Whatever we were to each other, that we
vu of another horrific event weighed heavily
are still Call me by the old familiar name.
on our minds.
.
Speak of me in the easy way, which you
Almost eight years ago to the day, in 1999,
always u5ed Put no difference into your tone.
I recall another school tragedy called
Wear no forced air of solemnity or sorrow.
Columbine. Call it naivete, but I believe
Laugh as we always laughed at the little jokes
schools should be safe havens. In the years
that we enjoyed together. Play; smile; think of
between the incidents, other school shootme;.pray for me. Let my name be ever the
ings have riddled our history with more.
household word that it always was.
',speckled questions than answers.
"Let it be spoken without an effort, withNews agencies and citizens speculate,
out the ghost of a shadow upon it. Life means
waiting for the grief to set in. Did the VT
all that it ever meant. It is the same as it ever
administration work fast enough to lockdown the campus? Was wind the only factor
was. There is absolute and unbroken continuity. What is this death but a negligible accikeeping rescue workers from evacuating vicdent? Why should I be out of mind because I
tims via helicopter? Did technology fail us,
and do we have contingency plans mapped
am out of sight? I am but waiting for you, for
an interval, somewhere very near, just
out in triplicate? Were there multiple shootaround the comer. All is well"
ers, and can this be called domestic terror-
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READER VIEWS
Military research is what
keeps the U.S. and UCF safe
Two letters to the editor were published on
Monday that critiCized the College Republicans for comments concerning last Wednesday's anti-war protest. Both of these letters
missed a vital point: The comments regarded
the specific protest and message from Students for a Democratic Society, not any and
every pi;ptest against the Iraq war.
Both letters condemned what they saw as a
' comparison between the Iraq war and WWII.
The comment, "If it' weren't for our soldiers,
we'd all be speaking German in a Nazi
regime,'' was not meant to compare the two
wars, but to make the point that our military
has, in both the past and present, protected
our very existence as a country and people.
This point, however, seems to be lost on SDS.
The Facebook group promoting Wednesday's protest states that, "The basic minimum
requirement to be a part of the group is that
you are against the U.S. occupation of Iraq and·
Afghanistan." The grouping of these two wars
ignores that virtually every critic of the war in
Iraq concedes that the war in Afghanistan is a
just one, and also reveals their opposition to
the entire war on terror, not just the Iraq war.
SDS has also reiterated, time and time,
again their opposition to military research at
UCR ~. military research, however, is not

"

linked to ·any specific war in particular but is
instead used to provide our soldiers with the
best equipment possible. Advances in military
·technology have, in the past, been·the only
thing standing in the way of Hitler's victory or
Soviet domination. The research takiIJ.g place
on our campus is a patriotic undertaking that
protects our soldiers, and by extension, all
American citizens.
SDS' seeming opposition to war in general,
not just Iraq, ignores the fact that sometimes it
takes war to have freedom; to quote Ronald
Reagan, "peace. through strength." It also
demeans the essential contributions that our
military has made to freedom around the
world, be it here, Germany, Japan, Italy,
Afghanistan or Iraq. We may have the right to
free speech guaranteed by our Constitution,
as Mr. Kessler rightfully pointed out in his letter Monday, but this right is meaningless without our American independence in· the first
place. And let us not forget that at times it
takes military strength to secure this independence.
In sliort, the comments that caused so
much controversy were not comparing the
Iraq war to WWII. They were noting that
while one might oppose the Iraq war, we
should never forget that a strong militaty is
essential for the continuation of American
freedom.

(

PATRICK STAUFFER

TREASURER o® cFCOLLEGEREPUBLICAN~
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-4474555 ·
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court,'Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. 8f. Rouse Rd. behind qhick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
s·p.m. Fri: for M.on. issue
5 p.m. Mon.' for Wed. issue .
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

Rate

100 Help Wanted: General ~
125 Helpwanted:ParHime
150 .HelpWa~ed:FulHime
175 Busi9ess Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes •
225 For Rent Apartments

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/class.ifieds ·

250 Roommates
275 Sublease

300 For Sale:-Homes

C·
C
C
B
B

325
350
375
400

soo

.!Im.

For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
for Sale: Pets
A
Services "'
B
Announcements

B
600 Travel'
A ., 700·Woi$hip
A • 800 Miscellaneous
B
900 Wanted

A

B
B
B

B

,

Rate A

Fip;t issue:
' Each addJ issue:

$6
$4

Rate B
$9

Rate C

$6

$J2

$18

•Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful avere1ge return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

,

~ HELP WANTED:
~General

•

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. •Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

•

Help Wanted! College aged cOunselors,
Gamp.Wekiva residential summer- camp.
Boys Camp June 16th·30th
Girls June 30th·July 28th. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Menerg@worldnet.att.net
We now have openings for FT or PT.
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335.

j

Campus Director-Student Laundry
Service seeking UCF student with
entrepreneurial spirit to manage our UCF
branch for 07-08 school year.
Responsibilities reflect those of a small
business owner·no set hours. Pay is
salary based with revenue sharing
incentives. Email resume to
youngbrianj@gmail.com

Enjoy:

$9-$18/Hr. Average

a

Weekly Paychecks
Week l y Bonus I ncentives
Paid Training
Flex ible AM/PM Schedules
Professional F un E nvironment

Clubhouse Staff Needed
$9·$1 O Per Hour. Tiki Bar Attendant
$7-$8 An Hour Plus Tips. Klssimee
Area Fax Information To 863-307-4948

CaJI for an I nterview at one of our convenient L ocations:
No rth Orlando/lJ CF: 407-673-.9 700
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6
Winter Park, FL 32792
South Orlando: 407-243-9400

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happenl
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407·740·0909.
CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in the
Pocono Mins. of PA. Teach/assist with
athletics, swimming, A&C, drama, yoga,
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, nature, and much more.
Apply online at www.pinefoi;,estcamp.com

www. DialAmerica.com/WiuterPark

N

Baldwin Park bead & jewelry store needs
responsible, orgal'\ized, creative,
friendly people. Fff and Pff jobs avail. in
retail, mgmt & shipping.
Send resume to jobs@beadbee.com

• 0

..
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Located in o ne ot t he most familyfriendly areas in the nation, we offer
a superb benefits package with
com petitive, performance-based
c ompensa tion; programs that help
you balance work and life, and
m ore . Discover why we've been
named by both the Orlando Sentinel
and E$usiness Journal as among this
a rea's best places to work. Please
visit our web site for ad ditional
informa tion, www.fa irwinds.jobs
or fax your resume to 407-515-2485.
EOE/Drl,.Jg-free Workplace.
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STATE FARM
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INSURANCE

@

HR Assistant
Great start into a lasting career with an
outstanding company. Wonfterful opp. for
recent graduates. Fax: 813·868-9498

H

Swim Instructors: If you're good
come work with the BEST Sharks &
Minnows Swim School.- FT/PT
$11-$14hr. Will Train. (407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandmlnnows.com
Office Assistant: $8-$10/hr FT/PT

I

• R

Camp counselors and lifeguards wanted
for residential camp near Gainesville.
Room/board/salary/training/certifications
provided. Call Carrie 904·291 -0648

I.

Real Estate Office in Waterford Lakes.
Strong photography skills & clean driving
record. 800-535-2910 x ·5990

N

Pff Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

GE

I !

l

G

P!T F!T Photographer/Runner
l>L

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT>24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

f ,..,,

Looking for bright, energetic, dependable
person for Acct Supervisor. Must be able
to multi·task & speak Spanish. Close to
UCF. M-F. $9.50/hr 407-657·7585.
0

ORLANDO CENT.ROP L E X • AMWAY ARENA
600 W

AMELIA ST • O RLANDO 32806

Accounting/AP Assistant
Consolidated Label Co. - Longwood Area
Flexible hours, 20-40 hrs/week $11/hr
Upper level Accounting student. Assist
with Bank Rec, GL, A/P. Email resume
aking@consolidatedlabel.com

EARN

•

•

THURSDAY, APRIL ·19TH • 9:30AM-2PM

UPTO

INSURANCE

$170/MO.

I

~10 .0fffR

@

Seeking a long career with a company
you can grow with? We are looking for
claim reps for our Orlando Office .
Bi-lingual Preferred. Fax: 813-868·9498

. donating
plasma regularly

SPECIAl

• A NEW CAR FROM ~E E D NIS SAN,
•SOUTHWEST AIRL I NE TICKETS,
• W.JRR EARTHDAY B IRTHDAY
CONCE.RT TICKETS & M O RE!

STATE FARM

II you are unable to attend, email
your resume by April 17th to:
orlandojobs@employmentguide.com

,.

.,;

µ

Grap~

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

Juice Antioxidant Study

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
r "l

a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.
.,.,,.
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DCiiologicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn"cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used·to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

• >

••·

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate doubte-night stays.

IF~;;;;;;--.~fu;;;,-;t1c;~ ·p1;;~;--~~-11 407:30~4611 ·1.. '

------------i;....__.,__________________,_______..________
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CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

frim HELP WANTED:
~General

Exp. babysitter for 6 yr old girl and 4 yr
old boy in Alt. Spgs. Light Housekeeping.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. References req.
Servers, Cashiers and Hosts Wanted
PT/FT .No exp necessary. Energetic
people w/ positive attitudes. Only 20
min from UCF. Come in between 9 and
5. The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch!.We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities ·
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 5 and
leaves Wednesday, August 15.
Call

407-295-0080

Nonambulatory female student seeks
female caregiver/possible roommate to
help with persor1al needs throughout the ,
day. Great part-time Income. Call
407-376-0124 or 407-856-7068
for further details.
PIT Landscape I Lawn Maintenance
Immediate Positions Available!
No Experience Necessary
Call Now! 407-677-9007

Give away f~ee ads over the phone
FT/PT at our call center.
$8/hr + bonus on each ad.
407-275-9300

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com

· for more information

PRINCE has exciting career
opportunities, including summer
internships, for nH)tivated
civil cngiueers. To learn
more and/or to apply onlinc, visit

NOW HIRING!
Full & Part time positions!
2 Miles from UCFI
Flexible hours! Great pay!
Call 866-900-5213 or 407-923-28451

Enjoy Your .Face needs Artists

Lifeguards*, Head Lifeguard*, Water Safety
Instructors*, & Sailing Instructors .
•American Red CrO<Scertifiration preferred, training available

We train. Join a unique, fun friendly
· team doing theatrical face painting in
Orlando theme parks. FT/PT+ free
major medical. Call 407-240-6380

Servers, Pool Slile Servers, Bussers,
Host/Hostess &Experienced Line Cooks

Office assistant wanted. Must have
friendly and prof. demeanor! PT/FT avail.
Pay determined by qualifications. Apply
online at www.sharksandminnows.com

Contact Matt-matt@wprc.net or(317) 181-9573

Contact: Karen-karen@wprc.net or (407) 644-1116

www.princeinc.com

IT Assistant'Network Administrator
Consolidated Label Co - Longwood Area
CS degree path req'd Flexible hours
20-40 hrs/week $11 /hr Email resume
· aking@consolidatedlabel.com
Exp. servers, bussers and hostesses
needed for Goodf~lla's Pizza. Apply
· within Goodfella's at the PtJblix Plaza,
Alafaya & 50.

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••

Fast Growing E Learning Company
Seeking Serious FIT or PIT Account
Executives With Excellent
Communication And Computer Skllls
Large Earning Potentials Email
Resume To Careers@EZ2Learnit.com

Summer Nanny needed. Care for 2
young children (ages 6 and 8) in the
Stoneybrook comm.Hrs approx 8:30 to 4. ·
Weekly pay $275. Past childcare exp. a
plus. Call Karen @407-756-5885.

look'.ing for Hot male dancers. Upscale
environment. Great opportunity for
the right guys. Base plus higher than
average tip potential. Wednesday
thru Sunday. Call 321-662-5240 or
reply to: jobs@SavoyOrlando.com

Telephone Actresses
· Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must have
a corded telephone in a private area of
your home. We employ 1400+ agents
nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608

Lifeguard· Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission •Free Quarterly Tickets· College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

••••••• • ••

FT and PT
positions available in
our call center. ·
ss an hour
+ Bonus on each ad

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email.: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM
Wet'n Wild Human RE!Sources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819

(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

401-215-9300

1~

ntives • Up to $15;000 tuition. per year
..eel d
• $750 in textbooks reimbursement
inc u e: • Monthly stipend ($250-$400) .

·•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For, more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce. ucf.edu

Downtown Orlando Gay Bar

'-•

ATHLETIC MALE MODELS I
WRESTLERS I ACTORS SOUGHT
Must be open-minded and outgoing,
excellent starting & escalating pay,
weekend work for wrestling promotion.
No experience necessary.
Cole 407-497-8009
Oviedo Gift Shop hiring attendant -35
hrs/wk & Office attendant/bookeeper w/
QB exp.407-365-1244/dan06d@aol.com
www.theblackhammock.com

iJ

Sonic Franchise Looking for

Field Interviewers - Must be outgoing.
Market research surveys. Flexible hours,
No sales. Billingual a plus. $8-$1 O/hr
407-472-5851

MANAGEMENT
with spirit:

designer

Quick Service Restaurant experience preferFed!
P'>tential to e~rn $60K
Locations throughout Orlando and Haines City

.<@
greens

IC

·can Kevin@

Designer Greens Restaurant in
Waterford Towers is now hiring for all
positions. Kitchen and food exp. is a
plus. $7/hr +tips. Please call Dave at
407-282-8588 or apply in person.
PIT Help Wanted·At Local Insurance
Agency In Baldwin Park
10AM-2PM M-F. 440 or 220 Licenses
And Bilingual A Plus Fax Resume
407-277-3682 ATTN: John

(1

407-276-0308
1-800-997-3663
(x130) ·

humanresources@wrisinger-king.com

Business Office Assistant needed.
Flexlble hours! Great for any hard
working student. Must have good
comm. skills, basic office skills &
, computer skills.
Send resume & available schedule to:
Trishai@KnightNewspapers.com

There's no such thing
as the perfect job.
There is, however, the
perfect career fo~ you.

PARTY ANIMAL

BEFORE GRADUATION . "';''" t '·

R·O~T·C
. CROSS INTO TllE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Great Southern Customer Service
Trainee. No experience neccessary.$1 0-19/hr . Peteet fdr high school and
college students. No selling involved. Full
medical and dental. Call Michael at
407-830-0107x258 or email
gswthr@earthlink.net

Hpply now:

U.S.AIR FORC&

_Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Wanted a?? marketing student to
work for local college bookstore all
.summer handling advertising and
promotion. Work Independently,
start immediately. Contact
dfox@nebook.com
Servers neieded for busy Nature's
Table. Cate inside Cingular bldg. Near
UCF. Must be friendly, hard working and
dependable. Apply in person
at 12159 Research Pkwy.

The following Positions:

,.\

Are you a current college
Fresh'!'lan or Sophomore?.

Winter/Spring positions available
Earn up to $150 per day
Experience not required
Undercover shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establishments.
Call 800-722-4791

Looking For Summer Job?
Gator's Dockside in Waterford Lakes is
now hiring for all positions. Please apply
in person at 12448 Lake Underhill Road.

<

. .i'

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is an
overnight camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL The camp runs June
4th-July 21st. Please contact Krys
Ragland at 800-523-1673 ext 251 or
352-669-9443. ext 251
FT Pressure Washer needed. Must have
own transport and cell phone & live in
Waterford Lakes, UCF, Oviedo, or Winter
Springs area. Call 407-~76-2881.

Bookkeeper for Manufacturer.
Peachtree exp. A Plus Located by
Seminole Town Mfill Call Jim at
407-353-9000 or email resume to JimSaboff@cfl. rr. corn'
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aflac~com
American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus {Aflac)
Worldwide Headquarters, 1932 Wynnton Road. Columbus Georgia 31 999
"'A floe ogents are ind ependent agents ond are poid solely by commission.
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Kelly Educational Staffing~

Find a job before you outstay your welcome.
Post-grad careers, part-time jobs and internships.
Go cinline or text "CBcampus" to 68247.*

We're looking for som~ class acts

.

Thanks to the dedicated, high-quality employees like you, we never have to look far to find the
best-in-class workforce we need. Now, Kelly Educational Staffing" is looking for substitute
teachers and teachers' aides. If you or anyone you know wants to work as a substitute teacher
or aide, please come to our Recruiting Open House at our brqnch!
We offer excellent benefits, indu.ding:

When:
Wednesday, April 23, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

• Competitive pay
• Direct deposit of weekly paychecks

Where:
Kelly Services

• Vacation and holiday pay
• Free software training for qualified employees

4604 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando, FL32803

e-mail: kellyeducationalstaffif'\g.us/ocps

www.kellyeducationalstaffing.us/ocps
•standard text messaging rates may apply.

Kelly Educational Staffing, A Business Unit of Kelly Services is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Never an applicant fee • © Kelly Services, Inc. SOBBBC
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SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
is seeking

DEPUTY SHERIFFTRAINEES.
Starting solory is $10.00 per hour
increasing to $33, 987 annually
upon completion of training.

l!lrand New 312;5 Town Home behind
UCF. Avall. May 1st All appllancee
Included, large master bedroom and
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car
garage . Please Call 954-663·6298

3J2 In Oveldo All 3 Rooms For Rent
Seperately. $450-$600. Lakeview. DSL
And DirecTV Ready. Possible Part
Time Job Next Door. 407-365-1244 ext.
104

1 Female Roommate N/S Available May.
$475 Includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view avallable
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407..,571-3659

New, 2400 sq. 11, 2 story, 4/2.5.
$500/Month. Avalon Park, shopping,
education and niore. Must be clean.
Call Keith 407-91 4-8284.

2 rooms avail. in Avalon Park

'1 Bedroom 1 full private bath avail. for
rent in my home. 4 miles from UCF.
$600/mo. Short or long term OK. Price
includes water, electric, high speed
internet, WJD, cable, garage storage.
407-758-8918.

In a large 5/3 . All appliances, community
pool.gym, and tennis. $500/mo Incl. util.
407-968·3931or 407-737-0923
Waterford Ttails - 4/2.5 2700' pets ok,
fence, NS $1800 mo+sec 407·207-25n
WATERFORD LAKES
UCF, S/S appliances,
$1 300/ mo. Comm. pool, bball & Tennis
Courts 352·978·3831

312 NEAR

Huge 5/5 available in April

Visitwww.seminolesheriff.org
for moreinformation
or to download anapplication.

Room for rent in 312 home in Ashington
Park. New and clean. 5 mins from
UCF. Quiet community, avoid traffic.
High-speed internet and wireless
cable. $450/mo util Incl. Call
407-595· 1183

Home away tom home! 5 suites under
one roof w ith common li\rlng areas for 5
individuals. $900/suite/mo all utll Incl.
with brand new bed and furniture.
Call 407·491·2176

*MOVE IN SOLO OR WITH A FRIEND!'
3 Female roomates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10·15 mins from UCF.
$480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.
SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent In 412 home in quiet
neighborhood min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must like
, animals. Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
Incl. util. Call Anna 407·365·2382
NEW, VERY CLEAN & NEAT Waterford
Lakes "FURNISHED• room avail. Al.I
Utilities included ! $475 Short term OK.
• Move in May 1st. Call Carl @
407.538.3394 or cbfw@ psuatum.com

Looking for people to hand out flyers.
•
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to
$1 2/hr. Must have own car and cell
pho0$, 407-276-2881 or 407-359-5901
• GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Su'1tey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Su(lleys.

Looking for a roommate for a 312 house
mins from UCF. $550/month includes all
utilities. Must love dogs. Call Amy @
904-424-1480

2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath remodeled
townhouse for rent everything brand new
5 mJn to UCF $950/mo. Call
407-339-1108 Ext.106

212. across the street from UCF. WID,
Fitness center, racquetball, pool. New
carpet, tile, paint. Ready for m ove in!
407-999-4959
UNIVERSITY/SEMORAN AREA:
2.BRl2BA condo near UCF. 1100 sq. ft.·
$950.<mo, plus security. No Pets.
Ca~ 407·6S7-5451
- Fun and trendy apartments for rent in
W aterfot:d Lakes • great prices &
facilities . Don1 get confused with lees
and hidden costs· we have 1bdr & 3bdr
apartments at a flat rate • so call Jantce
today on '407 782 9431 or email
Jvh091 4@yahoo.com

1~ FOR RENT:
~Homes

Room For Rent Pegasus Pointe, No
dE!posit required, $475 a rnQllth incl. utils.
May thru July, call Mike at (813)-7665893
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse..and Ust FREE! Call
sn-367·7368 or visit www.SUBLET,COM

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Ran~ & Sale.
Free 2417 Website Wi.t h Pies & Info.
Century 21. Riek Sletten 321 -438-4568

UCF AR·EA HOUSE
H,u ge 4BD/2BA, big fenced-in yd, Pets
old Avail 07/1/07. $1500/mo. Call Nick
PhillJpt.@ 407·810-7622
32.68 Vlshaal Dr, 3/2. Duplex, 11 62 sq ft,
2 mins trom UCf, lawn included,
$1250/month, availa.ble immediately. For
more info go to www.llomes2viewonline.-

• ••

com.

EAST QRLANDO/WCF
Share Luxurious Homes $425 Clean
Shared Bath or Master $000 anci up +
._ UtiJ. ~J Appl./HS Internet Photo shows
Sample Hom~ 407·334-6658 or
407' 673•7040

3/2/2 Ashington Park
Near l!JCF; l;>uilt in 1998. fenl)ed yand,
.screened PQrch. Alli appliances.1300 sq.
ft $1350/mo. 407-48~·85.98

BRAND NEW 3 Bedi 3.5 Bath
Townhouse in Spring Isle/Avalon P:;irk
1704 Sq Ft
2 Car Garage.
INCLUDES WA.SHER & DRYER
j Tcwnhouse has· 3 belliroom eacf1 with
full bath and half bat)1 on 1st !lo.or.
1 $1595 month. Calf• (3211)443-3131
Upscale, Lrg, New 2·story house iii!
Waterford! lakes. 2500 sq ft. 3/.2,5/2 right
off1of CoJonial CLOSE TO, UCF.
., $1500/mo Anthony {112-600-3831
Sale/flent in Hunters Reserve 2b/2b
remodeled corner unit. Tlle firs, vaulted
ceilings, fans, aplnce!>, corom1 poolfgym,
$185,000 or $960/mo. 321-536-5'430
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront hQmes 2, 3, 4.& 5
bedroom, $1, 175 & up.
407-760-0768·
Eleautif)JI 3i2 custom duplex
2. miles from VCF. 1150 sq ft.
Apf?llances. ilJlcluded. N/.S.
$120.0Jrno -1; sec. dep. 407.359.5001
GorgeQus 5/S pooJ home available ASAP

.,. $,SS.Olmo. www.geocilie.s,comlcJiltt91
rentuct@yahoo.com Call me about
it1!lJudlng all utll. 913.908·81.85
•

Dlilplex near UCF
312 $1Q50
212 $825
407-SB!J-972.4

Avallable A1.1g~st
3/2 duplex in SJ)erwood Forest $975/mo
'"1!12 duplex in Shel"l.(aod F'orest .$ 750/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher ihcl.
Call 407-496-0888.

Rooms for rent ilil 6 bedr.oom
11ome. Behind UCF. lntemeVCable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool; $525/mont.h. 2 rooms avail.
immediatejyl Rooms avail. for '071'08
schOQI year beginning August 1st. M/F:
Call 407-87&-5697 or 407-408-0803
UC'F arelj., Cambridge Circle 212:.5 b.atl ,
2 re~rvEld parking spot$, 1 year lease.
~900 rent, $1000 secur!ty·deposit
Call 321 ·536-54'0'

10 MINUTES TO lJCF. 2 rooms
avallable in a quiet 412 furnished hl:!use$340/mo apd $3~51110 + utils. Looking
fo1 Female rooromate5' All house
Jillivileges. !No .,els, N/S. 12 mo lease407-319-375 ~
MIF wanted for furnished 312 home on
lake. Gated comm, 6 mins from UCF.
$600/mo Incl. utll. NIS, no pets, sec
sys, pool & tennJs. Available immedl·
ately. CaU 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448
or 239-633·9400

Available now!
I have a room for relill in a 3/2 condo
on Red Bug Road (North East
Orl~dQ}. $4175,Q© incl/utiJ. The place is
1O min away f rom 1-4, 417 and UCF. If
you are interi;1sted or have any
questions plea~ send me an email to
h'-Salvador@hotmaiteom.

EAST QRLANOO/UCF
Share Luxurious Homes $425 Clean
Shared Bath or MasteJi$600 and up+
Util. All Apple/HS Internet Photo shows
Sample Home 401'-334-6658 0r
407-673~7040

Room wt private bath in 514 ho.ml!
close to U<i:Ffdowntown/alrport.
Cable. WID, lnternet. $525/mo aU util
incl. Avail ASAP, 407•595-4734
WALK 2 UCF-T IV0U-l?UBLIX
Room in 3/2, flJrn,, v-;/d d$1
$40!J/mo incl utifs. May 1
n/a m/f 407-971-6748 Iv msg
1 Rms Avail iri a 3/2 home. off University.
7 mins from UCF. ProteS&ional student
wanted. $575/mo util. incl. cable,
wireless internet, W/D .. 407·617·0805
Christian female wanted to share 3/2 in
Waterford Lakes. Visit www.m:rspace.com/waterfordlakeshome or e-mail me at
tlcdream02@aol.com.
Roommate Neede<d! F pref clean and
reliaple to share spacious master
l!ledroom/bath in ~2 Apt less 1han 5 min
· from UCF! $85 dep.,$270 rent, 1/3 utll.
Available in August!!
Contac;t Steve: (239) 29:?:-5190
Bdrm avail w/ private bath In a private
3 bdrm l)ome. Patio, jacuzzi, pool
table. $550/mo each, all utilities
lnclud13d. Female only. High speed
Internet, cable, W/D 15 mins from
UCF;
Avail May 1st. Call 561-543-6685
1 furnished room available in a new 3/2
!borne in the Goldennod area. 5 miri from
Valencia, 15 min from UCF. All utilities
included, plus cable and DSL. Only $500!
Call Hassan: 407·575-5133
' p;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;w
F roommate need!id irrimedlatalyl 3/2
house_, 5 mih. from UCF, $515 a mo.
utilltl~s incllil. Animals·ok, Please call
407-277-5531 .

I
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Summer Sublease May-July

5

2
tl

Pegasu1> Point· Willing to pay move in
lee!!! 212 $560/mo. All utilities included.
Females Only!ll
Contact Kelma 787-951 -6496

~ FOR SALE:

I~Homes

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Sale & Rem!.
Free 24fl Website With Pies & Info.
Century 2.1. Rick Stetten 321-438-4568

Tastefully dee 312 condo in private
comm. Close to UCF Granite
· Countertop, SS Applianc;es, Wood
FIOOfS, Gym, Tenl'lis Court, Pool and
Lake. $299,000 with $20,000 casll back

2 Bd Home in Quiet Neighbo£hood,
Recently Renovated Close To UCF.
Ready To Move In. $175,000. Fenced
Back Yard. 407-382-2333 407-227-8702.

CUSTOM 2 Mdroom/2Balh duplex w/ 1
car garage. tile floors, haniwood floors,
all stainless steel appliances.
new willOOws, s ylights, new roof,
beautifully landscaped, privacy fence.
next to U.C.F. MLS#04758049
call Joe lewis 407-491-3031

L.

···-···:····-
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$395 (OBO) SUBLEASE!!! Female.
April-Aug .111 in 3/3. Tivoli Apt. Partially
furnished room. Across from campus.
Shuttle, pool, gym, GREAT !!!
Details call 813-924-5204

Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease
1/1 in a 414 Fem. Apt. May 1 - July 31•
Util. Included. Very, Clean, Fully Furn.
1st Floor. Call Mandy 561·371 ·4621

---l

By Fax:
407-447-455 6

University Court
Suite 200

2 rooms available in 414 in Northgate
Lakes. Clean, furnished, util incl.
$525/mo. Call Amy 954--732-1 070
Available June 1st

3/2 Mobile Home. Good Condition.
$43,000 obo. New Laminate Floors
Throughout Home. All Appliances
Included. Reoova!ed Patio_ New Roof.
407-902-6574

~olutio.n,
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Monday puzzle:
Easy level

3

3 5'6

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

8

-·-·-·r-.. .·. ·r-·---

suldo l ku

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

4

tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

C R-O SSWORD

I

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
28

ACROSS
Racing circuits
Skiers' ride
Broom stroke
Landed
Seniors' grp.
To the point
One who
performs
Worl<onthe
hedges
Bump in salary
Left alone
Ebert's former
..
partner
Feels poorly
Fork part
Burning food
Twisting and

~1~~
2........~
s ....,..,,_

10

11

12

13

14
17

turning
32 Roof overhang
33 Mends by
reweaving
, 34 NSQative
con1unct1on
35 Hebrew month
36 Entices
37 Rolf-call
response
38 "Kidnapped"

SS
59
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auth.
39 Contrasting
strips
40 Concentration
gap
41 Reversals
43' Separated
44 Pub offerings
45 lnstaned, as
carpet
I 46 Souped'-Up car
49 Deluges
53 Hunter in the
sky
54 Peace lover
55 Small recess
56 Act part
57 Idyllic pJace
58 Needle case
59 Pert
60 Do a postal job
61 "Wild at Heart'
star Laura
. 1
2
3
4

DOWN
Alan or Cheryl
_ vera
Pizza orders
Decorative strip

5 Reveal by
gossip
6 Exposes
7 Extra dry
Letters in record
time?
· 9 Orchestra
section
1O Mink's cousin
11 Acto· Estrada
f2 atin I ve!lb
13 Rind
2.1 Barbecue tare
2.2 T raffle advisories
24 Becomes weary
25 Phobias
26 Soup server
27 Nalltical
command
28 Electoral districts
29 AJI thumbs
30 Scandlnavian
31 Avarice
33 Immerses
36 Entwined
37 Set
39 Hogwash!
40 Den

a

Last issue solved
42 Some noblemen
43 Mom or dad
45 Paramour
46 "Bonanza"
character
47 Puget Sound
whale

48 Cravats
49 Hubbub
50 Observe with
care
51 Junket
52 Body covering
54 ....... Plaines, L

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Ro0m for Re1nr
$500 mC!lnth includes utilities.
1Ox:11 , house on cul de sac
3. miles from UCF.
call Shane 954--410-5337
Room For Rent, Avalon Area, !female,
responsifJle, n/s, No Pets, incl W/D, kit,
own bath, Cable/DSL, Pool,
Closa to UCF.. $500. util. included.
Susan 407.482.2898. er
32.1-230-3555 call till m idnight
Rooms available in Nice 3/2 house 2mi
from ILJCF. MINS Pl'ef. Furnished.
lnterne.t, Cabte,& utiUties includ.edi for
$530/mn. 305-542-5573
Responsible, respectfuil roommates to
share 4/2 home. Nice neig)'lborhood,
walk to UCF: $475/mo all utll. and high
speed internet. Available fon Fall.
913·908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
Looking fill( Christian roommates to
share beautiful house on lake ih Tanner
Cross.Inge $525/mo all util, and high
sp.eed. internet Incl. Available Fall
913'-f!Q8·8185 or rentuct@yahoo.com

4
4BRl2BA·2car garage.Blocks from
UCF. Move In Reedy. Student and
family friendly neighborhood. Huge
screened and covered baclr porch
for-relaxing. Call Marla-954-658-1747
EAS1i ORLANDO BY UCF 3/2/2.
Beautiful, lanc!Sca~ed, tile/wood
laminate. Fncd Yrd,. Pond View 1i772 sq
ft. $2.69,900 lease option avail.
407-761 -5356 OPEN HOUSE Sl!JN 4/22
1·3PM
Singfe Family Home $220,000
3/2 1575 sq ft, near UCF. Move in
neac!y,Available now. Free recorded
message. 407-965·0094 code 4476.4

Safe, fast, efficient. "Lat us find y0ur
ideal roommate I' Discount program
available, 407-561 ·2267 or 877-7,76-5456

Oviedo Stillwater P0ol/Spa Home
4/8 23©0.+sq ft, fireplace, split
bedrooms, separate breakfast nook.
$388,500, Call Joyce at Century 2.1
Oviedo 407-366-5837

Unfurnished 9.6"x10.6" Bdrm W/•Closet
in Spacious 3Bdrm/2Bth Fully Furnished
Home, BIG backyard, Wshr/Qryr, Free
Internet & Cable 407,-409-6206

Stop Renting! 31212 near UCF from
only$1,200/mo! Tell your parents to
build equity! Call The Selby Group
407-482-8225

Responsible, mature F roomm ate
needed to s.hare furn. 2.b/2b apt. with one.
graduate F from May.mid' August.
·
$312.50 +half uttlitie.s. 321-274-5369

TOWNHOME in Waterford Lakes.- 3
b.e d/2.5 bath with upgrades galbre. Very
fl!Uiet and no shared walls. For sale or
lease-to-own, $234,900.
Call Seam an (407)257-3587

ROOMMATE FINDERS

S):>acious room for rent in new
4/3,5, 5 miles from UCF, gated comm.,
·2600 aq. ft, all applianires, $41 Olmo
includes cable. Call 407·227-2282
Females Needed For·412 House In
Ashington Park VERY CLOSE TO UCF
500/mo. lncludlns Utilities. Pets
Allowed. 954-304-7787

UILTIMATE Bacr:helor's Pad!
Ski lake & pool access friom your
balcony! This 211 .5 newly renovated
Gondo is unbeliev.ably priced at $1 79K.
Call 407-277-4088,

~ FORSALE:
CW Automotive

i:m FOR SALE:

19i;l7 nuwa hitchiker 34 ft 5th wheel
camper in perfect cond 2slide outs 2 tvs
washerdllyer full bath oviedo fl
7194401130 sell 10k obo

COMPUTER (DELL) for sale. GREAT
FOR STUDENT! High speed with
monitor. Internet ready $100 Will deliver
407-7291-0411

CUDA 1971 real musle car from
colorado 13k in power train 500hp+
just needs b©cfy finished serious
buyers please. Oviedo fl 719-440-1130
sell 10k

Pool Table: 81 professional series
furniture style ta~le, ca;ved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-83 t-1322.

. 1993 Jeep Cherokee.
New A/C, New Stereo, Runs Great.
$2,200 OBO Call Connie At
321-230-1162

~ FORSALE:
~General

PLAZA JEWELERS 352-307-3846 Dan.
Below Wholesale Diamonds Cost +20%1f!
1.02 ct. princess cut. J.s12
Retail $6830 P:l Pric.e $3640
1.©1 ct. round brilliant cut G.SJ2
Retail $7506 PJ Price $4450
45 yrs Diamond Br0ker 2,000 Diamonds
Money Back. Guarantee. EGL Certs.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solidiwood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831 -1322
Futon-w/ 8" rriat, BRANO NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-13.22.
Full Funiture set. Dining table, 4 chairs.
Love seat, full cou<!:h. 3 end tables. All
tables are glae;s, all seats/ couches have
covers. $300 or best ofter. Must go, Call
Samantha (954) 675·8157
Full furniture set. 3 Glass end tables.
Dining roomitable., 4 chairs, love seat,
reg coucll. $10.0 or best offer. All
seats/couch have seat covers. Contact
Samantha (954)657-8157.
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedlc type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $180.D value. Must sell $495.
Dellvery avail can 407-423·1202.

$395/m sumrner s1J1blaa~ available May
1st! 4/2.5 townhouse· in U..J;ouse. 2nd
story. room w/ personal bathroom, !llilities
included! Call ·Madison at 850·582·5541

Spacious room tor reot $550 per mo.nth
plus 1/3 utilities flJ!ly furniSbed and. ready
to move in by May 1st with 0111e month
security deposit.
--=F,...em
- ..,
al""'
e -=
R-oo_m
_a..,..
te Needed! R~nl. $540

$475/month. For summer, Males only.
Gr.eat ro.Qmm::ites. Discounted Rentl
Water,i;ilac,internet. Fully Furnished.
Pegasus La111dlng. Call Dan at (772)
2.15.-6768 or email xxdseg10<@yahoo.com

w/water/cabJ0. Located itl i;i1wer Park
Apts. 5 mih. from U.CF. Clean,
re.sponsible, n~ pe_~· For more info- call
678· 9EB·88361

1 room in an all femals 414 apartment in
Nonthgate Lakes. $51 O a month.
Available.ASAP - Aug. ,!fth Call Gina
341-85',16
.

ne•

I
I

Live in THE LOFTS!
1/1 in Waterfront 212 available May 1stl
$589/month. All util included.
Call 561 ·239·0428 or 561·239·3436

ROOM FOR SUMMER RENTAL @
NORTHGATE LAKES. All girls' apt.
4BRf.!BA. Living room, kitc hen, pool,
free s huttle to UCF. $480/m o. Open
May 1. Call 941-286-5835.

Why rent? Buy and EARN EQUITY!
MOVE IN READY
2 BR/2B, 2:oear garage Aval0n Park
home, neutral colors, many upgrades.
Brian Barnette 407-256-3568
FlatLanders Realty Group, LLC

II
I

Location! Location! Location!
F needed for 3/3 at TIVOLI
$450/mo + util. 1st month pro-rated.
Av ailable in May. 561-248-9949

2 bd/2 BA, OW, Mobile Home

ROOM 4 RENT. Avail Today.10 Mins
frQm UCF; 5 Mins from Yalencia-East
Very Affordable!\ Call J anelle
c:9~9-3966 h:407·380-0902

\

1l)flt

Summer sublease May- July in 4/2 in
. Pegasus PoiRte. $475/mo all util incl.
M/F. Clean apt with nice roommates.
305-300-0960 or hotbuz@hotmail.com

Pegasus Pointe Sublease
$475/mo May 1st.July 31st Utilities
Included, Fully Furnished. Male-Only
904-347-4469

2 RoQms available in brand new 3/2.5
avalon park townhome $600/month
everything included Call Mike ASAP 954·
234-3953

'

F needed In Tlvioli, 1/1 in a 3/3 May
through July, rent 428/mo.
Utilities incl. Call 407-470-4050

SUBLEASE AVA ILABLE
VILLAGE AT ALAFAYA CLUB
$545/MO.INCL. UTILITIES. FEMALE
- CALL 407-529·6200

Nonambulatoiy female- student seeks
female roommate/caregiver to help with
personal reeds thtoughout the day.
Great part-time income. Can
407-37&-0124 or 407·85&7068 for
further details.

II

Apartment for sublease. Pegasus
Connection apartments. $480 all
inclusive. For more information call (321 )267-6945.

!or sale iri park; Recently f911ovated;· 4
miles from UCF; $31,900 obo, MUST
SELL; Calf Robert 407.702.7442;
mobilehome4sale@cfl .rr.com
$ 112.50/tn 3 bed 2.S bath in Avalon
Park.. Close to UCF. Call Louis
407·719-9685

407-447-4555

212 In Pegasus Landing for sublease.
Both rooms need to be subleased
May.July. $585/month all Inclusive.
, Call 239-248·1151

Sublease i n Northgate Lakes May 1stMid Augu st In a 412 $460 in cluding
utllltles . Roomates are clean, qu iet
m ales. Call T'yle r 904-571-6007

Roommate wanted: master
bedroom, huge prtvate bath,312 E. of
Kingsbridge home, 4 miles from campus
$575, availa~ in May, call Travis
954·649-8592 or Jesse 954-9174
NIS Roommate wanted to share
spacious 3/3 Apl. Avail August. 5 mlns
from UCF. Must be clean, respooslbl&
and quiet! $465 + 113 utlls. Grad student
preferred. Comtact Athena at
561·31'2-3916

, for as low as $4 an issue!

1/1 in Pegasus.Connection, $845/m
· includes everything, available May 5th,
leave message at 386-679-55~3

MIF N1S ROOMMATE TO SHARE 212
CONDO 1 MILE F ROM UCF.
COMPLETELY REMODELED
FURNISHEDJWASHER DRYER/CLUB
HOUSE/GYM/POOL/TENNIS COURTS.
INTERNET/CABLEJUTILITIES
INCLUDED. $550/MO (813)997-1148

Ma~

(entral 11odba 'uture

.2 available, May-Aug 14th, 1/1 , all·
Inclusive: uncapped utilities,
unlimited meals, Internet, cable,
parking and shuttle access
call 863-397-3161 or 863-397-6309

Biggest room in 3/3 right next to UCF.
$500/mo all util incl.
Call Luigi 561-315-0989

2/2 $725/mo & 211 $595/mo Special
D iscount Rate Will Expire April 30th
Close ta UCF Call Matt or AarOlil
407-380·6000
3 Apartments Availble in UCF Area
All 1/1 in brand new complex w/ new
evQrything and separate stcxagE! space.
Comm. gym, pool, theater. Min. from
UCF. $850/mo per apartment.
786--71 S-8751 or 305-467-8765

$551/mo. Summer Sublease

Looking for a roommate for a 312 house.
$350 plus utilities. W/D and security
alarm. Call Crystal 386·931-3786

MaJe roommate needed to share 212
townhouse located 1 mile from UCF.
Bathroom is attached to bedroom.
Private loft outside of bedroom. Big
bacl<yard . Digital cable and wireless
internet. Rent Is $400 + 112 electric. Call
386-453-4124

KNIGHTRO

places Classifieds in the

~General

Beds: All ·brand new. Never-Flip Pillow·
Top Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
BED $140, Mattress Set, Fulr Size,
Brand New, still in piastre. DellVery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.

[mil

SERVICES

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1·888-345-8295
FAR ORIENT MASSAGE - Traditional
Chinese 'Tui Na', Swedish, and deep
tissue. We hBl/e whirlpool baths,. female
staff. 407-898-9245. 1011 N~ Mills Ave.
Pregnancy testing and supportive
coumsellng. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407} 628-5433
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Ei<penses paid if needed.
Choose Lifel Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-153:7 Toll Free 866-525-3057

ALL SINGLES MEET

Couch and Loveseat- Brand new
microfiber set, sttlin resistant:.
Can deliver. $.525 407-423-1202

A Free Online Dating Site to meet
singles in Florida.
www.allsJnglesmeet.com

Bed 100% au brand new King pillowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423·t2D2.

llJeed 42. people to lose 10 to 50 Lbs.
G uaranteed, Dr. approved, Call Michele
330-238'-1883

l:.ike New Hawthorne Glen

Bed Set
A 6 piece set Incl. Queen mattreas set.
New In box, $499. Can dellver•.
407-423•1202

Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built'.in
2.006.1915 l:Jtd sq ft. sec sy,stern, comm.
pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad with
Coldwell Banker at 407-920· oo

B.ED $160, Ortllopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407•287·2619.

WANTED
Scion TC Wheels & Tires
407-484-8688

I

I
I

CoNGAATULATIDNS
·
NEW KJ(J7-CCOS AESIOENT ASSIS l:ANTS

...

ROCK STAR LUXURY > INDIVIDUAL LEASES & ROOMMATE MATCHING
.
> CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FAR FROM THE DORMS.

'

.

•

Fir~t,

we asked students everywhere. what they wanted
'

in an apartment, then we gave it to them :

Affordable luxury amenities designed
around actual student Iife.
A place that's condu.cive to studying, with built-in social life ,
..........

..........
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and a double dose of live-on-your-own ,

......

:· - make-your-own-choices}
·off-campus FREED 0 M!
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407.273.5151
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